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Preface

T.. purpose of this text is to initiate the
newcomer to cellular radio and wireless personal communications, one of the
fastest growing fields in the engineering world, Technical concepts which are at
the core of design, implementation, research, and invention of wireless commu-
nication systems are presented in an order that is conducive to understanding
general concepts, as well as those specific to particular cellular and personal
communication systems and standards.This text is based upon my experiences
as an educator, researcher, and consultant, and is modeled from an academic
course developed for electrical engineering students as well as a self-study
course for practicing engineers and technicians, developed at the request of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). References to journal
articles are used liberally throughout this text to enable the interested reader to
delve into additional reading that is always required to master any field. How-
ever, for handbook or classroom use, or for those whofind it difficult to pursue
outside reading, this text has been written as a complete,self-contained teaching
and reference book. Numerous examples and problems have been provided to
help the readersolidify the material.

This book has been designed for the student or practicing engineer whois
already familiar with technical concepts such as probability, communication the-
ory, and basic electromagnetics. However, like the wireless communications
industry itself, this book combines material from many different technical disci-
plines, so it is unlikely that any one person will have had introductory courses
for all of the topics covered. To accommodate a wide range of backgrounds,
important concepts throughout the text are developed from first principles, so
that readers learn the foundationsof wireless communications. This approach

xiii
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makes it possible to use this book as a handbook within industry, or as a teach-
ing tool in a classroom setting.

The material and chapter sequence in this text have been adapted from an
entry-level graduate course whichI first taught in 1991 at the Virginia Polytech-
nic Institute and State University. Chapter 1 demonstrates the rapid growth of
cellular radio throughout the world and provides a glimpse into the future.
Chapter 2 coverscellular radio concepts such as frequency reuse and handoff,
which are at the core of providing wireless communicationservice to subscribers
on the move using limited radio spectrum. Chapter 2 also demonstrates how
interference between mobiles and base stations affects the capacity of cellular
systems. Chapter 3 presents radio propagation path loss and log-normal shadow-
ing and describes different ways to model and predict the large-scale effects of
radio propagation in many operating environments. Chapter 4 covers small-scale
propagation effects such as fading, time delay spread, and Doppler spread, and
describes how to measure and model the impact that signal bandwidth and
motion have on the instantaneous received signal through the multipath chan-
nel. Radio wave propagation has historically been the most difficult problem to
analyze and designfor, since unlike a wired communication system which has a
constant, stationary transmission channel (i.e., a wired path), radio channels are
random and undergo shadowing and multipath fading, particularly when one of
the terminals is in motion.

Chapter 5 provides extensive coverage of the most common analog and dig-
ital modulation techniques used in mobile communications and demonstrates
trade-offs that must be made in selecting a modulation method, Issues such as
receiver complexity, modulation and demodulation implementation, bit error
rate analysis for fading channels, and spectral occupancy are presented. Chan-
nel coding, adaptive equalization, and antenna diversity concepts are presented
in Chapter 6. In portable radio systems where people communicate while walk-
ing or driving, these methods may be used individually or in tandem to improve
the quality (that is, reduce the bit error rate) of digital mobile radio communica-
tions in the presenceof fading and noise.

Chapter 7 provides an introduction to speech coding. In the past decade
there has been remarkable progress in decreasing the needed data rate of high
quality digitized speech, which enables wireless system designers to match end-
user services to network architectures. Principles which have driven the devel-
opment of adaptive pulse code modulation and linear predictive coding tech-
niques are presented, and how these techniques are used to evaluate speech
quality in existing and proposedcellular, cordless, and personal communication
systems are discussed. Chapter 8 introduces time, frequency, and code division
multiple access, as well as more recent multiple access techniques such as
packet reservation and space division multiple access. Chapter 8 also describes
how each access method can accommodatealarge number of mobile users and 
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demonstrates how multiple access impacts capacity and the network infrastruc-
ture of a cellular system. Chapter 9 describes networkingconsiderations for wide
area wireless communication systems, and presents practical networking
approaches that are in use or have been proposed for future wireless systems.
Chapter 10 unites all of the material from the first nine chapters by describing
and comparing the major existing and proposedcellular, cordless, and personal
communication systems throughoutthe world. The trade-offs madein the design
and implementation of wireless personal communications systems are illumi-
nated in this final chapter. The compilation of the major wireless standards
makes Chapter 10 particularly useful as a single source of informationfor a wide
range of systems.

Appendices which cover trunking theory, noise calculations, and the Gauss-
ian approximation for spread spectrum code division systems provide details for
those interested in solving practical wireless communications problems.

For industry use, Chapters 1—4 and8 will benefit working engineers in the
cellular system design and radio frequency (RF) testing/maintenance/measure-
ment areas. Chapters 5—7 are tailored for modem designers and digital signal
processing (DSP) engineers new to wireless. Chapters 9 and 10 should have
broad appeal to network operators and managers,as well as working engineers.

To use this text at the undergraduatelevel, the instructor may wish to con-
centrate on Chapters 1—5, or Chapters 1—4, and8, leaving the other chapters
for treatment in a second semester undergraduate course or a graduate level
course. Alternatively, traditional undergraduate courses on communications or
network theory may find in Chapters1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 useful material that
can be inserted easily into the standard curriculum. In using this text at the
graduate level, I have been successful in covering most of the material in Chap-
ters 1—8 during a standard half-year semester. In Chapters 9 and 10, I have
attempted to cover important but rarely compiled information on practical net-
work implementations and worldwide standards.

Without the help and ingenuity of several former Virginia Tech graduate
students, this text could not have been written. I am pleased to acknowledgethe
help and encouragementof Rias Muhamed, Varun Kapoor, Kevin Saldanha, and
Anil Doradla — students I met in class while teaching the course Cellular Radio
and Personal Communications. Kevin Saldanha also provided camera ready
copy for this text (which turned out to be no small task!). The assistance of these
students in compiling and editing materials for several chapters of this text was
invaluable, and they were a source of constant encouragement throughout the
project. Others who offered helpful suggestions, and whose research efforts are
reflected in portionsof this text, include Scott Seidel, Joe Liberti, Dwayne Haw-
baker, Marty Feuerstein, Yingie Li, Ken Blackard, Victor Fung, Weifang Huang,
Prabhakar Koushik, Orlando Landron, Francis Dominique, and Greg Bump. Zhi-
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gang Rong, Jeff Laster, Michael Buehrer, Keith Brafford, and Sandip Sandhu
also provided useful suggestions and helpful reviews of early drafts.

This text benefits greatly from practical input provided by several industry
reviewers. Roman Zaputowycz of Bell Atlantic Mobile Systems, Mike Bamburak
of McCaw Communications, David McKay of Allen Telecom Group, Jihad Her-
mes of Cellular One, Robert Rowe of AirTouch Communications, William Gard-
ner of Qualcomm, and John Snapp of Blue Ridge Cellular provided extremely
valuable input as to what materials were most important, and how they could
best be presented for students and practicing engineers. Marty Feuerstein of
U.S. West NewVector and Mike Lord of Cellular One provided comprehensive
reviews which have greatly improved the manuscript. The technical staff at
Grayson Electronics also provided feedback and practical suggestions during the
developmentofthis text.

From the academicperspective, a numberoffaculty in the wireless commu-
nications field provided useful suggestions which I readily incorporated. These
reviewers include Prof. J. Keith Townsend of North Carolina State University
and Prof. William H. Tranterof the University of Missouri-Rolla. Professors Jef-
frey Reed and Brian Woernerof Virginia Tech also provided excellent recommen-
dations from a teaching perspective. I am grateful for the invaluable
contributions fromall ofthese individuals.

I am pleased to acknowledge the support of the National Science Founda-
tion, the Advanced Research Project Agency, and the many sponsors and friends
of the Mobile & Portable Radio Research Group, who have supported our
research and educationalactivities in wireless communications since 1990. It is
from the excellent faculty at Purdue University, particularly my advisor, Clare
D. McGillem, that I formally learned about communications and how to build a
research program. I consider myself fortunate to have been one of the many
graduate students who was stimulated to pursue a dual career in engineering
and education upon graduation from Purdue.

Finally, it is a pleasure to acknowledge my family and students, who put up
with my preoccupation on this project, Barbara Coburn and Jill Cals of the
IEEE, who championed the IEEE self-study course on the same subject, and
Karen Gettman and Camille Trentacoste of Prentice Hall, who commissioned
this work and helped me bring this text to you.
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T.. design objective of early mobile radio |

systems was to achieve a large coverage area by using a single, high powered
transmitter with an antenna mounted on a tall tower. While this approach
achieved very good coverage, it also meant that it was impossible to reuse those |
same frequencies throughout the system, since any attempts to achieve fre-
quency reuse would result in interference. For example, the Bell mobile system
in New York City in the 1970s could only support a maximum of twelve simulta-
neous calls over a thousand square miles [Cal88]. Faced with the fact that gov-
ernment regulatory agencies could not make spectrum allocations in proportion
to the increasing demand for mobile services, it became imperative to restruc-
ture the radio telephone system to achieve high capacity with limited radio spec-
trum, while at the same time covering very large areas.

2.1 Introduction

The cellular concept was a major breakthrough in solving the problem of |
spectral congestion and user capacity. It offered very high capacity in a limited
Spectrum allocation without any major technological changes. The cellular con-
cept is a system level idea which calls for replacing a single, high powertrans-
mitter (large cell) with many low power transmitters (small cells), each
providing coverage to only a smallportion of the service area. Each base station
18 allocated a portion of the total number of channels available to the entire sys-
tem, and nearby basestations are assigned different groups of channels so that
all the available channels are assigned to a relatively small number of neighbor-
ing base stations. Neighboring base stations are assigned different groups of
channels so that the interference between base stations (and the mobile users
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r control) is minimized. By systematically spacing base stations and
t, the available channels are distrib-

d as many times as nec-

under thei
their channel groups throughout a marke
uted throughout the geographic region and may be reuse
essary, so long as the interference between co-channel stations is kept below
acceptablelevels.As the demand for service increases (i.e., as more channels are needed
within a particular market), the number of base stations may be increased
(along with a corresponding decrease in transmitter power to avoid added inter-
ference), thereby providing additional radio capacity with no additional increase
in radio spectrum. This fundamental principle is the foundation for all modern
wireless communication systems, since it enables a fixed number of channels to
serve an arbitrarily large number of subscribers by reusing the channels
throughout the coverage region. Furthermore, the cellular concept allows every
piece of subscriber equipment within a country or continent to be manufactured
with the same set of channels, so that any mobile may be used anywhere within
the region.

2.2 Frequency Reuse
Cellular radio systems rely on an intelligent allocation and reuse of chan-

nels throughout a coverage region [Oet83]. Each cellular base station is allocated
a group of radio channels to be used within a small geographic area called a cell.
Base stations in adjacentcells are assigned channel groups which contain com-
pletely different channels than neighboringcells. The base station antennas are
designed to achieve the desired coverage within the particular cell. By limiting
the coverage area to within the boundaries of a cell, the same group of channels
may be usedto cover different cells that are separated from one another by dis-
tances large enough to keep interference levels within tolerable limits. The
design process ofselecting and allocating channel groups for all of the cellular
base stations within a system is called frequency reuse or frequency planning
[Mac79].

Figure 2.1 illustrates the concept of cellular frequency reuse, where cells
labeled with the same letter use the same group of channels. The frequency
reuse plan is overlaid upon a map to indicate where different frequency channels
are used. The hexagonalcell shape shown in Figure 2.1 is conceptual and is a
simplistic model of the radio coverage for each base station, but it has been uni-
versally adopted since the hexagon permits easy and manageable analysis of a
cellular system. The actual radio coverage of a cell is known asthe footprint and
is determined from field measurements or propagation prediction models.
Although the real footprint is amorphous in nature, a regular cell shape is
needed for systematic system design and adaptation for future growth. While it
might seem natural to choose a circle to represent the coverage area of a base
station, adjacent circles can not be overlaid upon a map without leaving gaps oF
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Frequency Reuse a7

Figure 2.1

Dlustration of the cellular frequency reuse concept. Cells with the sameletter use the sameset of
frequencies. A cell cluster is outlined in bold and replicated over the coverage area. In this example
the cluster size, N, is equal to seven, and the frequency reuse factor is 1/7 since each cell contains
one-seventh of the total numberof available channels.

creating overlapping regions. Thus, when considering geometric shapes which
cover an entire region without overlap and with equal area, there are three sen-

sible choices: a square; an equilateral triangle; and a hexagon. A cell must be
designed to serve the weakest mobiles within the footprint, and these are typi-
cally located at the edge of the cell. For a given distance between the center ofa
polygon and its farthest perimeter points, the hexagon has thelargest area of the

three. Thus, by using the hexagon geometry, the fewest numberof cells can cover
a geographic region, and the hexagon closely approximates a circular radiation
pattern which would occur for an omni-directional base station antenna and free

Space propagation. Of course, the actual cellular footprint is determined by the
contour in which a given transmitter serves the mobiles successfully. ,

When using hexagons to model coverage areas, base station transmitters
are depicted as either being in the center of the cell (center-excited cells) or on

a of the six cell vertices (edge-excited cells). Normally, omni-directional
n ennas are used in center-excited cells and sectored directional antennas are
saeecells. Practical considerations usually do not allow base
acs Obe placed exactly as they appear in the hexagonal layout. Most sys-
cot :a permit a base station to be positioned up to one-fourth the cell

ay from the ideal location.
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To understand the frequency reuse concept, consider a cellular systemble for use. If each cell is allocatedwhich hasatotal of S duplex channels availa’a group of k channels (k < S), and if the S channels are divided among N cellsinto unique and disjoint channel groups which each have the same number of
channels, the total number of available radio channels can be expressed as

S=kN

The N cells which collectively use the co
is called a cluster. If a cluster is replicated M
number of duplex channels, C, can be used as a measure 0

C = MkN = MS (2.2)
As seen from equation (2.2), the capacity ofa cellular system 18 directly pro-

portional to the numberof times a cluster is replicated in a fixed service area.The factor N is called the cluster size and is typically equal to 4, 7, or 12. If the
cluster size N is reduced while the cell size is kept constant, more clusters are
required to cover a given area and hence more capacity (a larger value of C) isachieved.A large cluster size indicates that the ratio between the cell radius and
the distance between co-channel cells is large. Conversely, a small cluster size
indicates that co-channel cells are located much closer together. The value for N
ig a function of how much interference a mobile or base station can tolerate while
maintaining a sufficient quality of communications. From a design viewpoint,
the smallest possible value of N is desirable in order to maximize capacity over a
given coverage area (1.¢., to maximize C in equation (2.2). The frequency reusefactor of a cellular system is given by 1/N’, since each cell within a cluster is
only assigned 1/N ofthe total available channels in the system.Due to the fact that the hexagonal geometry of Figure 2.1 has exactly six

ghbors and that the lines joining the centers of any cell and each
ted by multiples of 60 degrees, there are only certain

cluster sizes and cell layouts which are possible [Mac79]. In orderto tessellate —
to connect without gaps between adjacent cells — the geometry of hexagons is
such that the number of cells per cluster, N, can only have values which satisfy
equation (2.3).

(2.1)

mplete set of available frequencies
times within the system, the total

f capacity and is given

equidistant nei
of its neighbors are separa

N=itij+s (2.3)
ers. To find the nearest co-channel neigh-where i and j are non-negative integbors of a particular cell, one must do the following: (1) move i cells along any

chain of hexagons and then (2) turn 60 degrees counter-clockwise and move i
cells. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2 fori = 3 andj = 2 (example, N = 19).
Eea

Example 2.1If a total of 33 MHz of bandwidthis allocated to a particular FDDcellular tele-
phone system which uses two 25 kHz simplex channels to provide full duplex
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Method of locating co-channelcells in a cellular system. In this example, N= 19 @ie,i= 8,7 = 2).
[Adapted from [Oet83] © IEEE].
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voice and control channels, compute the numberof channels available percell
if a system uses (a) 4-cell reuse, (b) 7-cell reuse (c) 12-cell reuse. If 1 MHz of the
allocated spectrum is dedicated to control channels, determine an equitable
distribution of control channels and voice channels in each cell for each ofthe
three systems.

Solution to Example 2.1
Given:
Total bandwidth = 33 MHz

Channel bandwidth = 25 kHz x 2 simplex channels = 50 kHz/duplex channel
Total available channels = 33,000/50 = 660 channels
(a) For N = 4,

total numberofchannels available per cell = 660/4 = 165 channels.
(b) For N = 7,

total numberofchannels available per cell = 660/7 =95 channels.
(c) For N = 12,

total number of channels available per cell = 660/12 = 55 channels.

A 1 MHz spectrum for control channels implies that there are 1000/50 = 20
control channels out of the 660 channels available, To evenly distribute the
control and voice channels, simply allocate the same number of channels in
each cell wherever possible. Here, the 660 channels must be evenly distributed
to each cell within the cluster. In practice, only the 640 voice channels would be
allocated, since the control channels are allocated separately as 1 percell.
(a) For N = 4, we can have 5 control channels and 160 voice channels percell.
In practice, however, each cell only needs a single control channel(the control
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channels have a greater reuse distance than the voice channels). Thus, one
control channel and 160 voice channels would be assigned to each cell.
(b) For N = 7, 4 cells with 3 control channels and 92 voice channels, 2 cells
with 3 control channels and 90 voice channels, and 1 cell with 2 control chan-
nels and 92 voice channels could be allocated, In practice, however, each cell
would have one control channel, four cells would have 91 voice channels, and
three cells would have 92 voice channels.
(c) For N = 12, we can have & cells with 2 control channels and 53 voice chan-
nels, and 4 cells with 1 control channel and 54 voice channels each, In an
actual system, each cell would have 1 control channel, 8 cells would have 53
voice channels, and 4 cells would have 54 voice channels.

2.3 Channel Assignment Strategies
For efficient utilization of the radio spectrum, 4 frequency reuse scheme

that is consistent with the objectives of increasing capacity and minimizing
interference is required. A variety of channel assignment strategies have been
developed to achieve these objectives. Channel assignment strategies can be
classified as either fixed or dynamic. The choice of channel assignmentstrategy
impacts the performance of the system, particularly as to how calls are managed
when a mobile user is handed off from one cell to another [Tek91], [LiC93],
[Sun94], [Rap93b].

In a fixed channel assignment strategy, each cell is allocated a predeter-
mined set of voice channels. Any call attempt within the cell can only be served
by the unused channels in that particularcell. If all the channels in thatcell are
occupied, the call is blocked and the subscriber does not receive service. Several
variationsof the fixed assignmentstrategy exist. In one approach,called the bor-
rowing strategy, a cell is allowed to borrow channels from a neighboring cellif all
of its own channels are already occupied. The mobile switching center (MSC)
supervises such borrowing procedures and ensures that the borrowing of a chan-
nel does not disrupt or interfere with any of the calls in progress in the donor
cell.

In a dynamic channel assignme

 
nt strategy, voice channels are not allocated

to different cells permanently. Instead, each time a call request is made, the |
serving base station requests a channel from the MSC.The switch then allocates |
a channel to the requested cell following an algorithm that takes into account the
likelihood of future blocking within the cell, the frequency of use of the candidate
channel, the reuse distance of the channel, and other cost functions.

Accordingly, the MSC only allocates a given frequencyif that frequency is
not presently in use in the cell or any othercell which falls within the minimum
restricted distance of frequency reuse to avoid co-channel interference. Dynamic
channel assignmentreduce the likelihood of blocking, which increases the trunk-

ii ing capacity of the system,since all the available channels in a market are acces-
sible to all of the cells. Dynamic channel assignmentstrategies require the MSC
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als are not allocated to collect real-time data on channel occupancy, traffic distribution, and radtosig-
‘quest is made, the nal strength indications (RSSI) of all channels on a continuous basis. This
witch then allocates increases the storage and computational load on the system but provides the
kes into account the advantage of increased channel utilization and decreased probability of a |use of the candidate blocked call. ; |
actions.

if that frequency is 2.4 Handoff Strategies
vithin the minimum When a mobile moves into a different cell while a conversation is in
terference. Dynamic progress, the MSC automatically transfers the call to a new channel belonging toincreases the trunk- the new basestation. This handoff operation not only involves identifying a new |
a market are acces- hase station, but also requires that the voice and control signals be allocated to
ies require the MSC channels associated with the new basestation.
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Processing handoffs is an important task in any cellular radio system.Many handoff strategies prioritize handoff requests over call initiation requestswhenallocating unused channels in a cell site. Handoffs must be performed suc-cessfully and as infrequently as possible, and be imperceptible to the users. Inorder to meet. these requirements, system designers must specify an optimumsignal level at which to initiate a handoff. Once 4 particular signal level is speci-fied as the minimum usable signal for acceptable voice quality at the base sta-tion receiver (normally taken as between —90 dBm and —100 dBm), 4 slightlystrongersignal level is used as @ threshold at which a handoffis made. This mar-gin, given by A = P, pandoff” -P.. minimum usable? cannotbe too large or too small. IfA is too large, unnecessary handoffs which burden the MSC may occur, and if Ais too small, there may be insufficient time to complete a handoff before a call ishosen carefully to meet these
lost due to weak signal conditions. Therefore, A is ¢re 2.3 illustrates a handoff situation. Figure 2.3(a)
conflicting requirements. Figudemonstrates the case where a handoffis not made and the signal drops belowthe minimum acceptable level to keep the channel active. This dropped callevent can happen when there is an excessive delay by the MSC in assigning ahandoff, or when the threshald 4 18 set too small for the handoff time in the sys-tem. Excessive delays may occur during high traffic conditions due to computa-tional loading at the MSC or due to the fact that no channels are available onany of the nearby base stations (thus forcing the MSC to wait until a channel in

a nearby cell becomes free). ure that the drop in the
In deciding when to handoff, it is important to ensig not due to momentary fading and that the mobile isfrom the serving base station. In order to ensure this, the

gnallevel for a certain period of time before a hand-
offis initiated. This running average measurement of signal strength should beoptimized 80 that unnecessary handoffs are avoided, while ensuring that neces-sary handoffs are completed before a call is terminated due to poor signallevel.The length of time needed to decide if a handoff ig necessary depends on theat which the vehicle is moving. If the slope of the short-term averagetimeinterval is steep, the handoff should be made

e speed, which can be useful in handoff deci-
the received short-term fading

measured signal level
actually moving away
base station monitors the si

speed
received signal level in a given
quickly. Information about the vehiclsions, can also be computed from the statistics of
signal at the base station.The time over which a call may be maintained within a cell, without hand-off, is called the dwell time [Rap93b}. The dwell time of a particular user is gov-erned by a number of factors, which include propagation, interference, distancebetween the subscriber and the base station, and other time varying effects.Chapter 4 shows that even when a mobile user is stationary, ambient motion inthe vicinity of the base station and the mobile can produce fading, thus even 4stationary subscriber may have a random and finite dwell time. Analysis in
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[Rap93b] indicates that the statistics of dwell time vary greatly, depending on
the speed ofthe user andthe type of radio coverage. For example, in maturecells
which provide coverage for vehicular highway users, most users tend to have a
relatively constant speed and travel along fixed and well-defined paths with good
radio coverage. In such instances, the dwell time for an arbitrary user is a ran-
dom variable with a distribution that is highly concentrated about the mean
dwell time. On the other hand, for users in dense, cluttered microcell environ-
ments, there is typically a large variation of dwell time about the mean, and the
dwell times are typically shorter than the cell geometry would otherwise sug-
gest. It is apparent that the statistics of dwell time are important in the practi-
cal design of handoff algorithms [LiC93], [Sun94], [Rap93bl.

In first generation analogcellular systems, signal strength measurements
are made by the base stations and supervised by the MSC. Each base station
constantly monitors the signal strengthsof all of its reverse voice channels to
determine therelative location of each mobile user with respect to the base sta-
tion tower. In addition to measuring the RSSIof calls in progress within the cell,
a spare receiver in each base station, called the locator receiver, is used to deter-
mine signal strengths of mobile users whichare in neighboring cells. The locator
receiver is controlled by the MSC and is used to monitor the signal strength of
users in neighboring cells which appear to be in need of handoff and reports all
RSSI values to the MSC. Based onthe locator receiver signal strength informa-
tion from each base station, the MSC decidesifa handoff is necessary or not.

In second generation systems that use digital TDMA technology, handoff
decisions are mobile assisted. In mobile assisted handoff (MAHO), every mobile
station measures the received power from surrounding base stations and contin-
ually reports the results of these measurements to the serving base station. A
handoffis initiated when the powerreceived from the basestation of a neighbor-
ing cell begins to exceed the power received from the current base station by a
certain level or for a certain period of time. The MAHO method enables thecall
to be handed over between base stations at a muchfaster rate than in first gen-
eration analog systems since the handoff measurements are made by each
mobile, and the MSC nolonger constantly monitors signal strengths. MAHOis
particularly suited for microcellular environments where handoffs are more fre-
quent,

During the course ofa call, if a mobile moves from one cellular system toa
different cellular system controlled by a different MSC,an intersystem handoff
becomes necessary. An MSC engages in an intersystem handoff when a mobile
signal becomes weak in a given cell and the MSC cannotfind anothercell within
its system to which it can transfer the call in progress. There are many issues

that must be addressed when implementing an intersystem handoff. For
instance, a local call may becomea long-distancecal! as the mobile moves out of
its home system and becomes a roamerin a neighboring system. Also, compati-
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bility between the two MSCs m
system handoff. Chapter 9 demonstrates
implementedin practice.Different systems have different policies and methods for managing hand-ems handle handoff requests in the same way they handle

h systems, the probability that a handoff request will notation is equal to the blocking probability of incomingview, having 4 call abruptly terminated
more annoying than being blocked occa-

f service as perceived by
ze handoffrequests over

ust be determined before implementing an inter-
how intersystem handoffs are

off requests. Some syst
originating calls. In suc
be served by a new base st
calls. However, from the user’s point of
while in the middle of a conversation issionally on a new call attempt. To improve the quality othe users, various methods have been devised to prioriti
call initiation requests when allocating voice channels.
9.4.1 Prioritizing Handofis

One method for giving prio
cept, whereby a fraction of the to
sively for handoff requests from on
cell. This method has the disadvannnels are allocated to originating calls.

hen dynamic chann
red guard channe

andoffs is called the guard channel con-rity to htal available channels in a cell is reserved exclu-
going calls which may be handedoff into the
tage of reducing the total carried traffic, asGuard channels, however, offer

e] assignment strategies,
Is by efficient demand-fewer cha

efficient spectrum utilization W
which minimize the number of requi
based allocation, are used.Queuing of handoff requests is another method to decrease the probabilityof forced termination of a call due to lack of available channels. There is a trade-off between the decrease in probability of forced termination and total carriedtraffic. Queuing of handoffs is possible due to the fact that there is a finite timeinterval between the time the received signal level drops below the handoffthreshold and the time the call is terminated due to insufficient signallevel. The
delay time and size 0

f the queue 18 determined from the traffic pattern of the par-
ticular service area. It should be noted that queuing does not guarantee a zero
probability of forced termination, since

large delays will cause the received sig-
nal level to drop below the minimum required level to maintain communication
andhence lead to forced termination.

2.4.2 Practical Handoff ConsiderationsIn practical cellular systems, several problems arise when attempting todesign for a wide range of mobile velocities. High speed vehicles pass throughthe coverage region of a cell within a matter of seconds, whereas pedestrianusers may never need a handoff during a call. Particularly with the addition ofy, the MSC can quickly become burdened if highd between very small cells. Several
ffic of high speed and

microcells to provide capacit
are constantly being passe

dle the simultaneous traspeed users
schemes have been devised to han
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low speed users while minimizing the handoff intervention from the MSC.
Anotherpractical limitation is the ability to obtain newcell sites.

Although the cellular concept clearly provides additional capacity through
the addition ofcell sites, in practice it is difficult for cellular service providersto
obtain new physicalcell site locations in urban areas. Zoning laws, ordinances,
and other nontechnical barriers often make it more attractive for a cellular pro-
vider to install additional channels and basestations at the same physical loca-
tion of an existing cell, rather than find new site locations. By using different
antenna heights (often on the same building or tower) and different powerlevels,
it is possible to provide “large” and “small” cells which are co-located at a single
location. This technique is called the umbrella cell approach and is used to pro-
vide large area coverage to high speed users while providing small area coverage
to users traveling at low speeds. Figure 2.4 illustrates an umbrella cell which is
co-located with some smaller microcells. The umbrella cell approach ensures
that the number of handoffs is minimized for high speed users and provides
additional microcell channels for pedestrian users. The speed of each user may
be estimated by the base station or MSC by evaluating how rapidly the short-
term average signal strength on the RVC changes over time, or more sophisti-
cated algorithms may be used to evaluate and partition users [LiC93]. Ifa high
speed user in the large umbrella cell is approaching the base station, and its
velocity is rapidly decreasing, the base station may decide to hand the user into
the co-located microcell, without MSC intervention.

 
Small microcells for

Large “umbrella” cell for low speed traffic
high speed traffic

Figure 2.4
The umbrella cell approach,

Another practical handoff problem in microcell systems is known as cell
dragging. Cell dragging results from pedestrian users that provide a very strong
signal to the base station. Such a situation occurs in an urban environment when
there is a line-of-sight (LOS) radio path between the subscriber and the base sta-
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from the base station at a very slow speed, the
average signal strength does not decay rapidly. Even when the user has traveledwell beyond the designed range of the cell, the received signal at the base station
may be above the handoff threshold, thus a handoff may not be made. This cre-ates a potential interference and traffic management problem, since the user hasmeanwhile traveled deep within a neighboring cell. To solve the cell draggingproblem, handoff thresholds and radio coverage parameters must be adjusted
carefully.

In first generation ana

tion. As the user travels away

log cellular systems, the typical time to make a
handoff, once the signal level is deemed to be below the handoff threshold, isabout 10 seconds. This requires that the value for A be on the order of 6 dB to12 dB. In newdigital cellular systems such as GSM,the mobile assists with thehandoff procedure by determining the best handoff candidates, and the handoff,
once the decision is made, typically requires only 1 or 2 seconds. Consequently, Ais usually between 0 dB and 6 dB in modern cellular systems. The faster handoff
process supports a much greater range of options for handling high speed andlow speed users and provides the MSC with substantial time to “rescue” a call
that is in need of handoff.

Another feature of newer ce
decisions based on a wide range of metrics otchannel and adjacent channel interference levels may be measured at the basestation or the mobile, and this information may be used with conventionalsignal
strength data to provide a multi-dimensional algorithm for determining when a
handoff is needed.The 15-95 code division multiple access (CDMA) spread spectrum cellular

Chapter 10, provides a unique handoff capability that can-
not be provided with other wireless systems. Unlike channelized wireless sytems that assign different radio channels during a handoff (called a hard
handoff), spread spectrum mobiles share the same channel in every cell. Thus,the term handoff does not mean a physical change in the assigned channel, butrather that a different base station handles the radio communication task. By
simultaneously evaluating the received signals from a single subscriber at sev-eral neighboring base stations, the MSC may actually decide which version of
the user’s signal is best at any momentin time. This technique exploits macro-
scopic space diversity provided by the different physical locations of the base sta-tions and allows the MSC to make a “soft” decision as to which version of the
user’s signal to pass along to the PSTN at any instance [Pad94]. The ability toselect between the instantaneous received signals from a variety of base stations
is called soft handoff.

llular systems is the ability to make handoff
her than signal strength. The co-

system described in
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2.5 Interference and System Capacity

Interference is the major limiting factor in the performance of cellular radio
systems. Sources of interference include another mobile in the samecell, a call in
progress in a neighboring cell, other base stations operating in the same fre-
quency band, or any noncellular system which inadvertently leaks energy into
the cellular frequency band. Interference on voice channels causes cross talk,
where the subscriber hears interference in the background due to an undesired
transmission. On control channels, interference leads to missed and blocked calls
due to errorsin the digital signaling. Interference is more severe in urban areas,
due to the greater RF noise floor and the large number of base stations and
mobiles. Interference has been recognized as a major bottleneck in increasing
capacity and is often responsible for dropped calls. The two major types of sys-
tem-generated cellular interference are co-channel interference and adjacent
channel interference. Even though interfering signals are often generated within
the cellular system, they are difficult to control in practice (due to random propa-
gation effects). Even more difficult to control is interference due to out-of-band
users, which arises without warning due to front end overload of subscriber
equipment or intermittent intermodulation products. In practice, the transmit-
ters from competingcellular carriers are oftena significant source of out-of-band
interference, since competitors often locate their base stations in close proximity
to one another in order to provide comparable coverage to customers.

2.5.1 Co-channel Interference and System Capacity

Frequency reuse implies that in a given coverage area there are several
cells that use the same set of frequencies. These cells are called co-channelcells,
and the interference between signals from thesecells is called co-channel inter-
ference. Unlike thermal noise which can be overcomeby increasing the signal-to-
noise ration (SNR), co-channel interference cannot be combated by simply
increasing the carrier powerof a transmitter. This is because an increasein car-
rier transmit power increases the interference to neighboring co-channelcells. To
reduce co-channel interference, co-channel cells must be physically separated by
a minimum distance to providesufficient isolation due to propagation.

In a cellular system, when the size of each cell is approximately the same,
co-channel interference is independent of the transmitted power and becomes a
function of the radiusofthe cell (2), and the distanceto the center of the nearest
co-channel cell (D). By increasing the ratio of D/R, the spatial separation
between co-channel cells relative to the coverage distance of a cell is increased.
Thus interference is reduced from improved isolation of RF energy from the co-
channel cell. The parameter Q, called the co-channel reuse ratio, is related to the
cluster size. For a hexagonal geometry
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Q=% > GN (2.4)
A small value of Q provides larger capacity since the cluster size N isdue to asmall, whereas a large value of @ improves the transmission quality,

smaller level of co-channelinterference. A trade-off must be made between these
twoobjectives in actual cellular design.

Table 2.1 Co-channel Reuse Rat

foee Cluster Size (N) Co-channel Reuse Ratio(Q)
eeages
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interference ratio (S/I or SIR) for a mobile receive
channel can be expressed as

ae (2.5)raGDsea
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where S is the desired signal power from the desir
interference power caused by the ith interfering co
the signal levels of co-channel cells are known, then the
ward link ean be found using equation (2.5).

Propagation measurements in a mobile radio channel show that the aver-
e received signal strength at any point decays as a power law of the distance of

d receiver. The average received powerP..
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ag
separation between a transmitter an
at a distance d from the transmitting antenna is ap

P= P(5) ; (2.6) 
 

 
P.(dBm) = P,, (dBm) — Lontog( +) (2.7)0

where P, is the power received at a close-in reference point in the farfield region
of the antenna at a small distance d, from the transmitting antenna, and n is
the path loss exponent. Now consider the forward link where the desired signal
is the serving base station and where the interferenceis due to co-channel base
stations. If D, is the distance of the i th interferer from the mobile, the received
power at a given mobile due to the ith interfering cell will be proportional to
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(D) ” The path loss exponent typically ranges between 2 and4in urbancellu-
lar systems [Rap92b].

When the transmit power of each base station is equal and the path loss

exponent is the same throughout the coverage area, S/I for a mobile can be
approximated as

Sap (2.8)
by

> (D)”
i=!

Considering only the first layer of interfering cells, if all the interfering
base stations are equidistant from the desired base station and if this distanceis

equal to the distance D betweencell centers, then equation (2.8) simplifies to

S R”
I

S _ (D/R)" _ (f3N)" (2.9)
ty to .

Equation (2.9) relates S/J to the cluster size N , which in turn determines
the overall capacity of the system from equation (2.2). For example, assume that
the six closest cells are close enough to create significant interference and that
they are all approximately equal distance from the desired base station. For the
U.S. AMPScellular system which uses FM and 30 kHz channels, subjective tests
indicate that sufficient voice quality is provided when S/J is greater than or
equal to 18 dB, Using equation (2.9) it can be shown in order to meet this
requirement, the cluster size N should be at least 6.49, assuming a path loss
exponent n = 4. Thus a minimum cluster size of 7 is required to meet an S/J
requirement of 18 dB. It should be noted that equation (2.9) is based on the hex-
agonal cell geometry where all the interfering cells are equidistant from the base
station receiver, and hence provides an optimistic result in many cases. For some
frequency reuse plans (e.g. N = 4), the closest interfering cells vary widely in
their distances from the desiredcell.

From Figure 2.5, it can be seen for a 7-cell cluster, with the mobile unit is at

the cell boundary, the mobile is a distance D—R from the two nearest. co-channel
interfering cells and approximately D + R/2, D, D — R/2, and D+R from the
other interfering cells in the first tier [Lee86]. Using equation (2.9) and assum-
ing nr equals 4, the signal-to-interference ratio for the worst case can be closely
approximated as (an exact expression is worked out by Jacobsmeyer[Jac94)),

2(D-R) “+ (D-R/2)*+ (D+R/2) ‘+ (D+R)“+D
Equation (2.10) can be rewritten in terms of the co-channel reuse ratio Q,

ha)OD (2.10)4
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8 ee (2.11)
I 3(@+1)'+(Q-0)', (Q+0.5)*+ (@—05)" 1

(Q-1)" (@ 0.25)" Q
For N = 7, the co-channel reuse ratio Q is 4.6, and the worst case S/I is

approximated as 49.56 (17 dB) using equation (2.11), whereas an exact solutionusing equation (2.8) yields 17.8 dB [Jac94]. Hence for a 7-cell cluster, the S/Iratio is slightly less than 18 dB for the worst case. To take the worst case into
account, it would be necessary to increase N to the next possible value, whichfrom equation(2.3) is found to be 12 (corresponding toi = j = 2). This obviously
entails a significant decrease in capacity, since 12-cell reuse offers a spectrum
utilization of 1/12 within each cell, whereas 7.-cell reuse offers a spectrum utiliza-
tion of 1/7. In practice, a capacity reduction of 7/12 would not be tolerable to
accommodate for the worst case situation which rarely occurs. From the above
discussion it is clear that co-channe!interference determines link performance,
which in turn dictates the frequency reuse plan and the overall capacity of cellu-
lar systems.

Oeee
Example 2.2If a signal to interference ratio of 15 dB is required for satisfactory forwardchannel performance of a cellular system, whatis the frequency reuse factorand cluster size that should be used for maximum capacity if the path loss

exponentis (a)n = 4, (b) n = 3? Assumethat there are 6 co-channels cells inthe first tier, and all of them are at the same distance from the mobile. Use
suitable approximations.

Solution to Example 2.2
(ajn =4

First, let us consider a 7-cell reuse pattern.
Using equation (2.4), the co-channel reuse ratio D/R = 4.583.Using equation (2.9), the signal-to-noise interference ratio is given by

S/I = (1/6) * (4.583) = 75.3 = 18.66 dB.Since this is greater than the minimum required S/I, N = 7 ean be used.
b)n =3

First, let us consider a 7-cell reuse pattern.
Using equation (2.9), the signal-to-interference ratio is given by

S/T = (1/6) x (4.583) = 16.04 = 12.05 dB.Since this is less than the minimum required S/T, we need to use a larger
N.
Using equation (2.3), the next possible value of N is 12,(i =/j = 2).
The corresponding co-channelratio is given by equation (2.4) as

D/R = 60. 
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Interference and System Capacity

Using equation (2.3) the signal-to-interference ratio is given by

_ S/E= (1/6) (6)* = 36 = 15.56dB.
Since this is greater than the minimum required S/I, N = 12 can be used    
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not be of the same type as that used by the cellular system) captures the receiver
of the subscriber, Alternatively, the near-far effect occurs when a mobile close to
a base station transmits on a channel close to one being used by a weak mobile.
The base station may havedifficulty in discriminating the desired mobile user
fromthe “bleedover” caused by the close adjacent channel mobile.

Adjacent channel interference can be minimized through careful filtering
and channel assignments. Since each cell is given only a fraction of the available
channels, a cell need not be assigned channels which areall adjacent in fre-
quency. By keeping the frequency separation between each channel in a given
cell as large as possible, the adjacent channel interference may be reduced con-
siderably. Thus instead of assigning channels which form a contiguous band of
frequencies within a particular cell, channels are allocated such that the fre-
quency separation between channels in a given cell is maximized. By sequen-
tially assigning successive channels in the frequency band to different cells,
many channel allocation schemesare able to separate adjacent channels in a cell
by as many as N channel bandwidths, where N is the cluster size. Some chan-
nel allocation schemes also prevent a secondary source of adjacent channel inter-
ference by avoiding the use of adjacent channels in neighboring cell sites. |

If the frequency reuse factor is small, the separation between adjacent
channels may not be sufficient to keep the adjacent channelinterference level
within tolerable limits. For example, if a mobile is 20 times as close to the base
station as another mobile and hasenergyspill out of its passband, the signal-to-
interference-ratio for the weak mobile (before receiverfiltering) is approximately

Ss a Hh ¢> = (20) (2.12)
For a path loss exponent n = 4, this is equal to —52 dB. If the intermediate

frequency (IF)filter of the base station receiver has a slope of20 dB/octave, then
an adjacent channel interferer must be displaced by at least six times the pass-
band bandwidth from the center of the receiver frequency passband to achieve
52 dB attenuation. Here, a separation of approximately six channel bandwidths
is requiredfor typicalfilters in order to provide 0 dB SIR from a close-in adjacent
channeluser. This implies that a channel separation greater than six is needed
to bring the adjacent channel interference to an acceptable level, or tighter base
station filters are needed whenclose-in and distant users share the samecell. In
practice, each base station receiver is preceeded by a high Q cavity filter in order
to reject adjacent channel interference.

i

Example 2.3
This example illustrates how channels are divided into subsets and allo-

cated to different cells so that adjacent channel interference is minimized. The
United States AMPS system initially operated with 666 duplex channels. In  
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1989, the FCC allocated an additional 10 MHz of spectrum for cellular ser- |vices, and this allowed 166 new channels to be added to the AMPS system. | |
There are now 832 channels used in AMPS. The forward channel (870.030

MHz) along with the corresponding reverse channel (825.030 MHz) is num- I

bered as channel1, Similarly the forward channel 889.98 MHz along with the |
reverse channel 844.98 MHz is numbered as channel 666 (see Figure 1.2). The h
extended band has channels numbered as 667 through 799, and 990 through ih
1023. i

Ail
|In order to encourage competition, the FCC licensed the channels to two

competing operators in every service area, and each operator received halfof '
the total channels. The channels used by the two operators are distinguished
as block A and block B channels. Block B is operated by companies which have |
traditionally provided telephone services (called wireline operators), and Block }
Ais operated by companies that have not traditionally provided telephoneser-

vices (called nonwireline operators). |Out of the 416 channels used by each operator, 395 are voice channels and
the remaining 21 are control channels. Channels 1 through 312 (voice chan-
nels) and channels 313 through 338 (control channels) are block A channels,
and channels 355 through 666 (voice channels) and channels 334 through 354 |
(control channels) are block B channels. Channels 667 through 716 and 991
through 1023 are the extended Block A voice channels, and channels 717
through 799 are extended Block B voice channels.

Each of the 395 voice channels are divided into 21 subsets, each containing
about 19 channels, In each subset, the closest adjacent channel is 21 channels
away. In a 7-cell reuse system, each cell uses 3 subsets of channels. The 3 sub-
sets are assigned such that every channel in thecell is assured of being sepa-
rated from every other channel by at least 7 channel spacings. This channel
assignment schemeis illustrated in Table 2.2. As seen in Table 2.2, each cell
uses channels in the subsets, iA + 1B + iC, where i is an integer from 1 to7.
The total numberof voice channels in a cell is about 57. The channels listed in
the upperhalf of the chart belong to block A and those in the lower half belong
to block B. The shaded set of numbers correspond to the control channels
which are standardto all cellular systems in North America.

2.5.3 Power Control for Reducing Interference

In practical cellular radio and personal communication systems the power
levels transmitted by every subscriber unit are under constant control by the
serving base stations. This is done to ensure that each mobile transmits the
smallest power necessary to maintain a good quality link on the reverse channel.
Powercontrol not only helps prolong battery life for the subscriber unit, but also
dramatically reduces the reverse channel S/I in the system. As shown in Chap-
ters 8 and 10, power control is especially important for emerging CDMA spread
Spectrum systems that allow every user in every cell to share the same radio
channel.
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Table 2.2 AMPS channelallocation for A side and B side carriers

Channel allocation chart for the 832 channel AMPS systemne
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2.6 Trunking and Grade of Service
Cellular radio systems rely on trunking to accommodate a large numberof

users in a limited radio spectrum. The conceptof trunking allows a large number
of users to share the relatively small numberof channels in a cell by providing
access to each user, on demand, froma pool ofavailable channels. In a trunked
radio system, each user is allocated a channelon a per call basis, and upon ter-
mination ofthe call, the previously occupied channelis immediately returned to
the pool of available channels.

Trunking exploits the statistical behavior of users so that a fixed numberof
channels or circuits may accommodate a large, random user community. The
telephone company uses trunking theory to determine the numberof telephone
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circuits that need to be allocatedfor office buildings with hundreds of telephones,
and this same principle is used in designing cellular radio systems. Thereis a
trade-off between the numberofavailable telephonecircuits and the likelihood
of a particular userfinding that no circuits are available during the peak calling
time. As the numberof phonelines decreases,it becomes more likely that all cir-
cuits will be busy for a particular user. In a trunked mobile radio system, when a
particular user requests service andall of the radio channels are already in use,
the user is blocked, or denied access to the system, In some systems, a queue
may be usedto hold the requesting users until a channel becomesavailable.

To design trunked radio systems that can handle a specific capacity at a
specific “grade of service”, it is essential to understand trunking theory and
queuing theory. The fundamentals of trunking theory were developed by Erlang,
4 Danish mathematician who,in the late 19th century, embarked on the study of
how a large population could be accommodated bya limited number of servers
[Bou8s]. Today, the measureoftraffic intensity bears his name. One Erlang rep-
resents the amountof traffic intensity carried by a channel that is completely
occupied (i.e. 1 call-hour per houror 1 call-minute per minute). For example, a
radio channel that is occupied for thirty minutes during an hour carries 0.5
Erlangsof traffic.

The grade of service (GOS) is a measureof the ability of a user to access a
trunked system during the busiest hour. The busy hour is based upon customer
demandat the busiest hour during a week, month, or year. The busy hours for
cellular radio systems typically occur during rush hours, between 4 p.m. and 6
p.m. on a Thursdayor Friday evening. Thegradeof service is a benchmark used
to define the desired performanceof a particular trunked system by specifying a
desired likelihood of a user obtaining channel access given a specific number of
channels available in the system. It is the wireless designer’s job to estimate the
maximum required capacity and to allocate the proper numberof channels in
order to meet the GOS. GOSis typically given as the likelihood that a call is
blocked, or the likelihood of a call experiencing a delay greater than a certain
queuing time.

A numberof definitions listed in Table 2.3 are used in trunking theory to

make capacity estimates in trunked systems.
The traffic intensity offered by each user is equal to the call request rate

multiplied by the holding time. That is, each user generates a traffic intensity of
A, Erlangs given by

A, = nH (2.13)
Where H is the average duration of a call and p is the average numberofcall
feqiiests per unit time. For a system containing U users and an unspecified
Humber of channels, the total offered traffic intensity A, is given as

A = UA, (2.14)
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Table 2.3 Definitions of Comm

Set-up Time: The time required to allocate a trunked radio channel to a requesting user.Blocked Call: Call which cannot be completed at time of request, due to congestion. Also
referred to as a lost call.Holding Time: Average duration of a typical call. Denoted by H(in seconds).Traffic Intensity: Measure of channel time utilization, which is the average channeloccupancy measured in Erlangs. This is a dimensionless quantity and may beuged to measure the time utilization of single or multiple channels. Denoted by A.

Load: Traffic intensity across the entire trunked radio system, measured in Erlangs.Grade of Service (GOS): A measure of congestion which is specified as the probability ofa call being blocked (for Erlang B), or the probability of a call being delayed
beyond a certain amount of time (for Erlang ©).

Request Rate: The average number ofcall requests per unit tim
onds~.

e. Denoted by | sec-

  

  
raffic is equally distributed

is given as

(2.15)

Furthermore, ina C channel trunked system, if the t
among the channels, then the traffic intensity per channel, A, ,

A, = UA,/C
Note that the offered traffic is not necessarily the traffic which is carried by

the trunked system, only that whichis offered to the trunked system. When the
offered traffic exceeds the maximum capacity of the system, the carried traffic
becomes limited due to the limited capacity (i.e. limited numberof channels).
The maximum possible carried traffic is the total number of channels, C, in
Erlangs. The AMPS cellular system is designed for a GOS of 2% blocking. This
implies that the channel allocations for cell sites are designed so that 2 out of
100 calls will be blocked due to channel occupancy during the busiest hour.

There are two types of trunked systems which are commonly used. Thefirst
type offers no queuing for call requests. That is, for every user who requests ser-
vice, it is assumed there is no setup time and the useris given immediate access
to a channelif one is available. If no channels are available, the requesting user
is blocked without access and is free to try again later. This type of trunking15
called blocked calls cleared and assumes that calls arrive as determined by 4
Poisson distribution. Furthermore, it is assumed that there are an infinite num-ber of users as well as the following: (a) there are memoryless arrivals of
requests, implying that all users, including blocked users, may request a channelat any time; (b) the probability of a user occupying a channelis exponentially
distributed, so that longer calls are less likely to occur as described by an expo
nential distribution; and (c) there are a finite number of channels available in
the trunking pool. This is known as an M/M/m queue, and leads to the derivation
of the Erlang B formula (also knownas the blocked calls cleared formula). The
Erlang B formula determines the probability that a call is blocked and is a measure of the GOS for a trunked system which provides no queuing for blocked
calls. The Erlang B formula is derived in Appendix A andis given by
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Trunking and Grade of Service

AS

Pr [blocking] = ~~ = GOS (2.16)
A k
RIk=0

where C is the numberoftrunked channels offered by a trunked radio system
and A is the total offered traffic. While it is possible to model trunked systems
with finite users, the resulting expressions are much more complicated than the
Erlang B result, and the added complexity is not warranted for typical trunked
systems which have users that outnumberavailable channels by orders of mag-
nitude. Furthermore, the Erlang B formula provides a conservative estimate of
the GOS, as the finite user results always predict a smaller likelihood of block-
ing. The capacity of a trunked radio system where blocked calls are lost is tabu-
lated for various values of GOS and numbersof channels in Table 2.4,

Number of
Channels ¢

Table 2.4 Capacity of an Erlang B System

  

 

 
  

Capacity (Erlangs) for GOS
= 0.01 = 0.005 = 0.002 = 0.001    

  
 

|a|oseo|oro|oss|ose|

Stsaraee
12.0 10.1 9.41

24 15.3 13.0

40 29.0 25.7

56.1 51.0
100 84.1 77.4

The secondkind of trunked system is one in which a queueis provided to
hold calls which are blocked. If a channel is not available immediately, the call
request may be delayed until a channel becomes available. This type of trunking
is called Blocked Calls Delayed, and its measure of GOSis defined as the proba-
bility that a call is blocked after waiting a specific length of time in the queue. To
find the GOS,it is first necessary to find the likelihood that a call is initially
denied access to the system. Thelikelihood of a call not having immediate access
fa channel is determined by the Erlang C formula derived in Appendix A

12.2

24.5

49.2

75.2

 
   

Ac
Pr{delay>0] = ci

c A\oA’

A +ol1-3)09=0

(2.17)
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If no channels are immediately available thecall is delayed, and the proba-
bility that the delayed call is forced ta wait more than ¢ seconds is given by the
probability that a call is delayed, multiplied by the conditional probability that
the delay is greater than ¢ seconds. The GOSof a trunked system where blocked
calls are delayed is hence given by

Pr{delay >t] = Pr[delay > 0] Pr[delay > t\delay > 0] (2.18)
= Pr(delay > 0] exp (-(C—A)t/H)

The average delay D forall calls ina queued system is given by

D = Pr [delay = 0) a4 (2,19)
where the average delay for those calls which are qu eued is given by H/(C-A).

The Erlang B and Erlang C formulas are plotted in graphical form in Fig-
ure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. These graphs are useful for determining GOS in rapid
fashion, although computer simulations are often used to determine transient
behaviors experienced by particular users in a mobile system.

To use Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7, locate the number of channels on the top
portionof the graph. Locate the traffic intensity of the system on the bottom por-
tion of the graph. The blocking probability Pr[blocking] is shown on the
abscissa of Figure 2.6, and Pr[delay>0] is shown on the abscissa of Figure 2.7.
With two of the parameters specified it is easy to find the third parameter.

On

Example 2.4
How many users can be supportedfor 0.5% blocking probability for the follow-
ing numberoftrunked channels in a blocked calls cleared system?(a) 1, (b) 5,
(e) 10, (d) 20, (e) 100. Assume each user generates 0.1 Erlangsoftraffic.

Solution to Example 2.4
From Table 2.4 we can find the total capacity in Erlangs for the 0.5% GOSfor
different numbers of channels. By using the relation A = UA,, we can obtain
the total numberof users that can be supported in the system.
(a) Given C = 1, A, = 0.1, GOS = 0.005

From Figure2.6, we obtain A = 0,005.
Therefore, total number of users, U = A/A, = 0.005/0.1 = 0.05 users.
But, actually one user could be supported on one channel, So, U = 1.

(b) Given C = 5,A, = 0.1, GOS = 0.005
From Figure 2.6, we obtain A = 1.13.
Therefore, total numberof users, U = A/A, 1.13/0,1 = 11 users.

(c) Given C = 10, A, = 0.1, GOS = 0.005
From Figure 2.6, we obtain A = 3.96,
Therefore, total number of users, U = A/A,=3.96/0,1 8 39 users.

(d) Given C = 20,A, = 0.1, GOS = 0.005
From Figure 2.6, we obtain A = 11.10.
Therefore, total numberof users, U=A/A, 11.1/0.1 = 110 users.

(e) Given C = 100, A, = 0.1, GOS= 0.005 
ERICSSON v. UNILOC
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From Figure 2.6, we obtain A = 80.9.
Therefore, total number of users, U = A/A, = 80.9/0.1 = 809 users,

EE

Example 2.5
An urban area has a population of 2 million residents. Three competing
trunked mobile networks (systems A, B, and C) provide cellular service in this
area. System A has 394 cells with 19 channels each, system B has 98 cells with
57 channels each, and system C has 49cells, each with 100 channels, Find the
numberof users that can be supported at 2% blocking if each user averages 2
calls per hour at an average call duration of 3 minutes. Assumingthatall three
trunked systems are operated at maximum capacity, compute the percentage
market penetration of each cellular provider.

  
Solution to Example 2.5

System A
Given:

Probability of blocking = 2% = 0.02
Numberof channels per cell used in the system, C = 19
Traffic intensity per user, A, = nH = 2~ (3/60) = 0.1 Erlangs

 
For GOS = 0.02 and C = 19, from the Erlang B chart, the total carried
traffic, A, is obtained as 12 Erlangs,
Therefore, the numberof users that can be supported percell is

U = A/A,, = 12/0.1 = 120.
Since there are 394 cells, the total number of subscribers that can be sup-
ported by System A is equal to 120 x 394 = 47280,

System B
Given:

Probability of blocking = 2% = 0.02
Numberofchannels per cell used in the system, C = 57
Traffic intensity per user, A, = WH = 2% (3/60) = 0.1 Erlangs

 vedasafunctionofthenumberofchannelsandtrafficintensityinErlangs.TrafficIntensityinErlangs
For GOS = 0.02 and C = 57, from the Erlang B chart, the total carried
traffic, A, is obtained as 45 Erlangs.
Therefore, the numberof users that can be supported per cell is

U = A/A, = 45/0.1 = 450.
Since there are 98 cells, the total number of subscribers that can be sup-
ported by System B is equal to 450 x 98 = 44100.

System C
Given:

Probability of blocking = 2% = 0.02
Numberof channelsper cell used in the system, C = 100
Traffic intensity per user, A, = pH = 2 (3/60) = 0.1 Erlangs

oS
3a
oo
4a
P}

5a
S

2tal2

5
ga
a
5

For GOS = 0.02 and C = 100, from the Erlang B chart, thetotal carried
traffic, A, is obtained as 88 Erlangs.
Therefore, the numberof users that can be supported per cell is

TheErlangCchartshowingFigure2.7 
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u= ASA, = 88/0.1 = 880.
Since there are 49 cells, the total number of subscribers that can be sup-
ported by System C is equal to 880 x 49 = 43120

Therefore, total numberof cellular subscribers that can be supported by these
three systems are 47280 + 44100 + 43120 = 134500 users.

Since there are 2 million residents in the given urban area and the total num-
ber ofcellular subscribers in System A is equal to 47280, the percentage mar-
ket penetration is equal to

47280/2000000 = 2,36 %

Similarly, market penetration of System B is equal to
4410072000000 = 2.205 %

and the market penetration of System C is equal to
43120/2000000 = 2.156 %

The market penetration of the three systems combined is equal to
134500/2000000 = 6.725 %

 

Example 2.6
A certain city has an area of 1,800 square miles and is covered by a cellular
system using a 7-cell reuse pattern. Each cell has a radius of 4 miles and the
city is allocated 40 MHz ofspectrum with a full duplex channel bandwidth of
60 kHz. Assume a GOSof 2% for an Erlang B system is specified. If the offered
traffic per user is 0.03 Erlangs, compute (a) the numberofcells in the service
area, (b) the numberofchannelspercell, (c) traffic intensity of each cell, (d) the
maximumcarried traffic, (e) the total number of users that can be served for
2% GOS, (f) the number of mobiles per channel, and (g) the theoretical maxi-
mum numberof users that could be served at one time by the system.

Solution to Example 2.6
(a) Given:

Total coverage area = 1300 miles

Cell radius = 4 miles ;
The areaof a cell (hexagon) can be shown to be 2.5981R° , thus each cell cov-ers

2.5981 x (4)? = 41.57 sq mi.
Hence, the total numberofcells are N, = 1300/41.57 = 31 cells.

(b) The total number of channels per cell (C)
= allocated spectrum / (channel width « frequency reuse factor )
= 40, 000, 000/ (60, 000 x 7) = 95 channels/cell

(c) Given:

C = 95,and GOS = 0,02
Fromthe Erlang B chart, we have

traffic intensity per cell A = 84 Erlangs/cell
(d) Maximum carried traffic = numberof cells x traffic intensity per cell

= 31 x 84 = 2604 Erlangs.
(e) Given traffic per user = 0.03 Erlangs

Total numberof users = Total traffic / traffic per user
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= 2604 / 0.03 = 86,800 users.

be sup- (f) Number of mobiles per channel = number of users/numberofchannels
= 86,800 / 666 = 130 mobiles/channel.

by these (g) The theoretical maximum numberof served mobiles is the numberofavail-
able channels in the system (all channels occupied)

= CxNe = 95x31 = 2945 users, which is 3.4% of the customerbase.
tal num- eee

age mar-
—————————————ae

Example 2.7
A hexagonalcell within a 4-cell system has a radius of 1.887 km. A total of 60
channels are used within the entire system. If the load per user is 0.029
Erlangs, and = | call/hour, compute the following for an Erlang C system
with a GOS of 5%:

(a) How many users per square kilometer will this system support?
—_— (a) Whatis the probability that a delayed call will have to wait for more than

10 8?

(c) Whatis the probability that a call will be delayed for more than 10 seconds?

4 edilider Solution to Example 2.7
4 e Given,ae Cell radius, R = 1.387 km ‘
she offered Area covered percell ig 2.598 x (1.387)" = 5 sq km
she service Numberof cells per cluster = 4
sell, (a) the Total number of channels = 60
served for Therefore, numberof channels per cell = 60 / 4 = 15 channels.

(a) From Erlang C chart, for 5% probability of delay with C = 15, traffic inten-
sity = 8.8 Erlangs.
Therefore, numberofusers = total traffic intensity / traffic per user

= 8.8/0.029 = 303 users

= 303 users/5 sqkm = 60 users/sq km
(b) Given ». = |, holding time

H= AL /u = 0.029 hour = 104.4 seconds.
The probability that a delayed call will have to wait for more than 10 s is

ich cell cov- Pr [delay >t\|delay] = exp(—(C—A)t/H)
exp (—(15—8.8) 10/104.4) = 52.22 %

tical maxi-
in.

(c) Given GOS = 5% = 0.05

Probability that a call is delayed more than 10 seconds,
Pr(delay > 10] = Pr[delay > 0] Pr [delay =t|delay]

= 0.05 x 0.5522 = 2.76 %

Trunking efficiency is a measure of the number of users which can be
offered a particular GOS with a particular configuration of fixed channels. The
Way in which channels are grouped can substantially alter the numberof users
handled by a trunked system. For example, from Table 2.4, 10 trunked channels
ata GOSof 0.01 can support 4.46 Erlangs of traffic, whereas 2 groups of 5
funked channels can support 2x 1.36 Erlangs, or 2.72 Erlangs of traffic. 
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54 Ch. 2 The Cellular Gancept — System Design Fundamentals
Clearly, 10 channels trunked together support 60% moretraffic at a specific GOS
than do two 5 channel trunks! It should be clear that the allocation of channels
in a trunked radio system has a major impact on overall system capacity.

2.7 Improving Capacity in Cellular Systems
As the demand for wireless service increases, the number of channels

assigned to a cell eventually becomes insufficient to support the required num-
ber ofusers. At this point, cellular design techniques are needed to provide more
channels per unit coverage area. Techniques such ascell splitting, sectoring, and
coverage zone approaches are used in practice to expand the capacity of cellular
systems. Cell splitting allows an orderly growth ofthe cellular system. Sectoring
uses directional antennasto further control the interference and frequency reuse
of channels. The zone microcell concept distributes the coverage of a cell and
extends thecell boundary to hard-to-reach places. While cell splitting increases
the numberof base stations in order to increase capacity, sectoring and zone
microcells rely on base station antenna placementsto improve capacity by reduc-
ing co-channel interference. Cell splitting and zone microcell techniques do not
suffer the trunking inefficiencies experienced by sectored cells, and enable the
base station to oversee all handoff chores related to the microcells, thus reducing
the computational load at the MSC. These three popular capacity improvement
techniques will be explainedin detail.

2.7.1 Cell Splitting

Cell splitting is the process of subdividing a congested cell into smaller
cells, each with its own base station and a corresponding reduction in antenna
height and transmitter power. Cell splitting increases the capacity of a cellular
system sinceit increases the numberoftimes that channels are reused. By defin-
ing new cells which have a smaller radius than the originalcells and by install-
ing these smaller cells (called microcells) between the existing cells, capacity
increases due to the additional numberof channels per unit area.

Imagine if every cell in Figure 2.1 were reduced in such a way that the
radius of every cell wascut in half. In order to cover the entire service area with
smaller cells, approximately four times as many cells would be required. This
can be easily shown by considering a circle with radius R. The area covered by
such a circle is four times as large as the area covered by a circle with radius
R/2. Theincreased numberofcells would increase the numberof clusters over
the coverage region, which in turn would increase the numberof channels, and 1
thus capacity, in the coverage area. Cell splitting allows a system to grow by ;
replacing large cells with smaller cells, while not upsetting the channel alloca-
tion scheme required to maintain the minimum co-channel reuse ratio @ (see
equation (2,4)) between co-channelcells.
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Improving Capacity in Cellular Systems 55

An exampleofcell splitting is shown in Figure 2.8. In Figure 2.8, the base
stations are placed at corners of the cells, and the area served by base pation A
is assumed to be saturated with traffic (i.e., the blocking of base station A
exceeds acceptable rates), New base stations are therefore needed in the region
to increase the numberof channels in the area and to reduce the area served b
the single base station. Note in the figure that the original base station A Has
been surrounded by three new microcell base stations. In the example shown in
Figure 2.8, the three smaller cells were added in such a way as to preserve the
frequency reuse plan of the system. For example, the microcell base station
labeled G was placed half way between two larger stations utilizing the same
channel set G -This is also the ease for the other microcells in the figure. As one
be seen from Figure 2.8, cell splitting merely scales the geometry of the cluster
In this case, the radius of each new microcell is half that of the original cell. .

 
Figure 2.8
Hlustration of cell splitting.

aeBr phe new cells to be smaller in size, the transmit power of these cells
ee ; reduced. The transmit powerof the new cells with radius half that of the
omen elser be found by examining the received power P, at the new and
aee and setting them equal to each other. This is necessary to

at the frequency reuse plan for the new microcells behfor the originalcells, For Figure 2.8 PieOe
Pp A

bs Lat old cell boundary] « P,,R + (2.20)

P,, [at new cell boundary] « P,,(R/2)” (2.21)
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where P,, an P,, are the transmit powersof the larger and smaller cell base sta-
tions, respectively, and n is the path loss exponent. If we take n = 4 and set the
received powers equal to each other, then

Bi-,ee P ry oC
Pi, = Ta (2.22)

In other words, the transmit power must be reduced by 12 dBin ordertofill
in the original coverage area with microcells, while maintaining the S/J
requirement.

In practice, not all cells are split at the same time. It is often difficult for
service providers to find real estate that is perfectly situated forcell splitting,
Therefore, different cell sizes will exist simultaneously. In such situations, spe-
cial care needs to be taken to keep the distance between co-channel cells at the
required minimum, and hence channel assignments become more complicated.
Also, handoff issues must be addressed so that high speed and low speedtraffic
can be simultaneously accommodated (the umbrella cell approach of Section 2.4
is commonly used). Whenthere are twocell sizes in the sameregion as shown in
Figure2.8, equation (2.22) shows that one can not simply use theoriginal trans-
mit powerfor all new cells or the new transmit powerforall the originalcells. If
the larger transmit poweris usedforall cells, some channels used by the smaller
cells would not be sufficiently separated from co-channel cells. On the other
hand, if the smaller transmit poweris used for all the cells, there would be parts
of the larger cells left unserved. For this reason, channels in the old cell must be
broken down into two channel groups, one that corresponds to the smaller cell
reuse requirements and the other that corresponds to the larger cell reuse
requirements. The larger cell is usually dedicated to high speed traffic so that
handoffs occur less frequently.

The two channel group sizes dependon the stageof the splitting process. At
the beginning ofthe cell splitting process there will be fewer channels in the
small power groups. However, as demand grows, more channels will be required,
and thus the smaller groups will require more channels. This splitting process
continues until all the channels in an area are used in the lower power group,at
which point cell splitting is complete within the region, and the entire system is
rescaled to have a smaller radius per cell. Antenna downtilting, which deliber-
ately focuses radiated energy from the base station towards the ground (rather
than towards the horizon), is often used to limit the radio coverage of newly
formed microcells.

 
Example 2.8

Consider Figure 2.9. Assume each base station uses 60 channels, regardless of
cell size. If each original cell has a radius of 1 km and each microcell has a
radius of 0.5 km. find the number of channels contained in a 3 km by 3 km
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square centered around A,(a) without the use of microcells, (b) with the use of
microcells as shown in Figure 2.9, and (c) if all the original base stations are
replaced by microcells. Assume cells on the edge of the square to be contained
within the square.

Solution to Example 2.8
(a) without the use of microcells:

A cell radius of 1 km implies that the sides of the larger hexagons are also 1
km in length. To cover the 3 km by 8 km square centered around basesta-
tion A, we need to cover 1.5 km (1.5 times the hexagon radius) towards the
right, left, top, and bottom of base station A. This is shown in Figure 2.9.
From Figure 2.9 we see that this area contains 5 base stations. Since each
base station has 60 channels, the total number of channels without cell
splitting is equal to 5 x 60 = 800 channels.

(b) with the use of the microcells as shownin Figure 2.9:
In Figure 2.9, the base station A is surrounded by 6 microcells. Therefore,
the total numberof base stations in the square area under study is equal to
5 + 6 = 11. Since each base station has 60 channels, the total number of
channels will be equal to 11 x 60 = 660 channels. This is a 2.2 times increase
in capacity when comparedto case(a),

(c) if all the base stations are replaced by microcells:
FromFigure 2.9, we see that there are a total of 5 + 12 = 17 base stations in
the square region under study. Since each base station has 60 channels, the
total number of channels will be equal to 17 x 60 = 1020 channels. This is a
3.4 times increase in capacity when comparedto case (a).

Theoretically, if all cells were microcells having half the radius ofthe origi-
nal cell, the capacity increase would approach 4.

2.7.2 Sectoring

As shownin section 2.7.1, cell splitting achieves capacity improvement by
essentially rescaling the system. By decreasing the cell radius R and keeping
the co-channel reuse ratio D/R unchanged,cell splitting increases the number
of channels per unit area. However, another way to increase capacity is to keep
the cell radius unchanged and seek methods to decrease the D/R ratio. In this
Approach, capacity improvementis achieved by reducing the numberofcells in a
cluster and thus increasing the frequency reuse. However, in orderto do this,it
is necessary to reduce the relative interference without decreasing the transmit
power.

The co-channel interference in a cellular system may be decreased by
Feplacing a single omni-directional antenna at the base station by several direc-
fienal antennas, each radiating within a specified sector. By using directional
Silennas, a given cell will receive interference and transmit with only a fraction 
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Figure 2.9Illustration ofcell splitting within a 3 km by 3 km square centered around base station A.

 
of the available co-channelcells. The technique for decreasing co-channel inter-
ference and thus increasing system capacity by using directional antennas 1s
called sectoring. The factor by which the co-channel interference is reduced
depends on the amount of sectoring used. A cell is normally partitioned into
three 120° sectors or six 60° sectors as shown in Figure 2.10(a) and (b).

Whensectoring is employed, the channels used in a particular cell are bro-
ken down into sectored groups and are used only within a particular sector, as
illustrated in Figure 2.10(a) and (b). Assuming 7-cell reuse, for the case of 120°
sectors, the numberof interferers in thefirst tier is reduced from 6 to 2, This is
because only 2 of the 6 co-channelcells receive interference with a particular sec-
tored channel group. Referring to Figure 2.11, consider the interference experi-
enced by a mobile located in the right-most sector in the center cell labeled “5”.
There are 3 co-channel cell sectors labeled “5” to the right of the center cell, and
3 to the left of the center cell. Out of these 6 co-channel cells, only 2 cells have
sectors with antenna patterns which radiate into the centercell, and hence 4
mobile in the center cell will experience interference on the forward link from
only these two sectors. The resulting S/J for this case can be found using equa

eeSeeseeore
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Figure 2.10
(a) 120° sectoring.
(b) GO° seetoring.  

 
 

  tion (2.8) to be 24.2 dB, which is a significant improvement over the omni-direc-
tional case in Section 2.5, where the worst case S/J was shown to be 17 dB. In

practical systems, further improvement in S/J is achieved by downtilting the
sector antennas such that the radiation pattern in the vertical (elevation) plane
has a notch at the nearest co-channelcell distance.

The improvement in S/J implies that with 120° sectoring, the minimum
required S/J of 18 dB can be easily achieved with 7-cell reuse, as compared to
12-cell reuse for the worst possible situation in the unsectored case (see Section
2.5.1), Thus, sectoring reduces interference, which amounts to an increase in
capacity by a factor of 12/7, or 1.714. In practice, the reduction in interference
offered by sectoring enable planners to reduce the cluster size N, and provides an
additional degree of freedom in assigning channels. The penalty for improved
5/I and the resulting capacity improvement is an increased numberof anten-
fas at each base station, and a decrease in trunking efficiency due to channel
Secloring at the base station. Since sectoring reduces the coverage area of a par-
Heular group of channels, the numberof handoffs increases, as well. Fortunately,
many modern base stations support sectorization and allow mobiles to be
handed offfrom sector to sector within the same cell without intervention from
the MSC,so the handoff problem is often not a major concern.

It is the loss oftraffic due to decreased trunkingefficiency that causes some
"Pperators to shy away from the sectoring approach, particularly in dense urban
teas where the directional antenna patterns are somewhat ineffective in con-
tolling radio propagation. Because sectoring uses more than one antenna per

*tation, the available channels in the cell must be subdivided and dedicated
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Figure 2.11
Illustration ofhow 120° sectoring reduces interference from co-channelcells. Out of the 6 co-channel
cells in the first tier, only 2 of them interfere with the center cell. If omni-directional antennas were
used at each base station,all 6 co-channel cells would interfere with the center cell.

to a specific antenna. This breaks up the available trunked channel poolinto sev-
eral smaller pools, and decreases trunkingefficiency.
 

Example 2.9
Consider a cellular system in which an averagecall lasts 2 minutes, and the
probability of blocking is to be no more than 1%. Assumethat every subscriber
makes 1 call per hour, on average. If there are a total of 395 traffic channels for
a 7-cell reuse system, there will be about 57 traffic channels per cell. Assume
that blocked calls are cleared so the blocking is described by the Erlang B dis-
tribution, From the Erlang B distribution, it can be found that the unsectored
system may handle 44,2 Erlangs or 1326 calls per hour.

Now employing 120° sectoring, there are only 19 channels per antenna sector
(57/3 antennas). For the same probability of blocking and averagecall length,
it can be found from the Erlang B distribution that each sector can handle 11.2
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Erlangs or 336 calls per hour. Since each cell consists of 3 sectors, this provides
a cell capacity of 3x 336 = 1008 calls per hour, which amounts to a 24%
decrease when compared to the unsectored case. Thus, sectoring decreases the i)
trunking efficiency while improving the S/J for each user in the system, \

It can be found that using 60° sectors improves the S/J even more. In this case |
the numberoffirst tier interferers is reduced from 6 to only 1. This results in |
S/I = 29 dB for a 7-cell system and enables 4-cell reuse. Of course, using 6 sec-
tors per cell reduces the trunking efficiency and increases the numberofneces- !
sary handoffs even more. If the unsectored system is compared to the 6 sector
case, the degradation in trunkingefficiency can be shown to be 44%. (The proof
of this is left as an exercise). (

 
 

2.7.3 A Novel Microcell Zone Concept

The increased number of handoffs required when sectoring is employed \
results in an increased load on the switching and control link elements of the
mobile system, A solution to this problem was presented by Lee [Lee91b]. This

proposal is based on a microcell concept for 7 cell reuse, as illustrated in Figure |

2.12. In this scheme, each of the three (or possibly more) zone sites (represented |
as Tx/Rx in Figure 2,12) are connected to a single base station and share the Hilt
same radio equipment. The zones are connected by coaxial cable, fiberoptic cable, |
or microwavelink to base station multiple zones and single base station make up
a cell. As a mobile travels within the cell, it is served by the zone with the stron-
gest signal. This approach is superior to sectoring since antennas are placed at
the outer edges of the cell, and any channel may be assigned to any zone by the
base station.

NN As a mobile travels from one zone to another within thecell, it retains the
' same channel, Thus, unlike in sectoring, a handoff is not required at the MSC

when the mobile travels between zones within the cell. The base station simply
switches the channel to a different zone site. In this way, a given channel is
active only in the particular zone in which the mobile is traveling, and hence the
base station radiation is localized and interference is reduced. The channels are

 

pool into sev-

—_—__———— distributed in time andspaceby all three zones andare also reusedin co-chan-
nel cells in the normal fashion. This technique is particularly useful along high-

jinutes, and the ways or along urbantraffic corridors.
svery subscriber The advantage ofthe zone cell techniqueis that while the cell maintains a
ffic channels for particular coverage radius, the co-channelinterference in the cellular system is
yer cell, Assume
ae Erlang B dis-
t the unsectored

reduced since a large central base station is replaced by several lower powered
transmitters (zone transmitters) on the edges of the cell, Decreased co-channel
interference improves the signal quality and also leads to an increase in capacity,
Without the degradation in trunking efficiency caused by sectoring. As men-

r antenna sector Noned earlier, an S/I of 18 dB is typically required for satisfactory system per-F th ;
rage call lene formance in narrowband FM. For a system with N= 7, a D/R of 4.6 was-ean handle 11.
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Figure 2.12
The microcell concept [adapted from [Lee91b] © IEEE].

shownto achieve this. With respect to the zone microcell system, since transmis-
sion at any instant is confined to a particular zone, this implies that a D/R, of
4.6 (where D, is the minimum distance between active co-channel zones and FR,
is the zone radius) can achieve the required link performance. In Figure 2.13, let
each individual hexagon represents a zone, while each group of three hexagons
represents a cell, The zone radius R, is approximately equal to one hexagon
radius. Now, the capacity of the zone microcell system is directly related to the
distance between co-channelcells, and not zones. This distance is represented as
D in Figure 2.13. For a D,/R, value of 4.6, it can be seen from the geometry of
Figure 2.13 that the value of co-channel reuse ratio, D/R, is equal to 3, where R
is the radius of the cell and is equal to twice the length of the hexagon radius.
Using equation (2.4), D/R = 3 correspondsto a clustersize of N = 3. This reduc-
tion in the cluster size from N = 7 to N = 3 amounts to a 2.33 times increase in
capacity for a system completely based on the zone microcell concept. Hence for
the same S/J requirementof 18 dB, this system provides a significant increase
in capacity over conventionalcellular planning.
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Summary 63

By examining Figure 2.13 and using equation (2.8) [Lee91b] the exact worst
case S/J of the zone microcell system can be estimated to be 20 dB. Thus, in the
worst case, the system provides a margin of 2 dB over the required signal-to-
interference ratio while increasing the capacity by 2.33 times over a conventional
7-cell system using omni-directional antennas. No loss in trunking efficiency is
experienced, Zone cell architectures are being adopted in manycellular and per-
sonal communication systems.

28 Summary

In this chapter, the fundamental concepts of handoff, frequency reuse,
trunking efficiency, and frequency planning have been presented. Handoffs are
required to pass mobile traffic from cell to cell, and there are various ways hand-
offs are implemented., The capacity of a cellular system is a function of many
variables. The S/J limits the frequency reuse factor of a system, which limits
the number of channels within the coverage area. The trunkingefficiency limits
the numberofusers that can access a trunked radio system. Trunkingis affected
by the numberof available channels and how they are partitioned in a trunked
cellular system. Trunking efficiency is quantified by the GOS. Finally, cell split-
ting, sectoring, and the zone microcell technique are all shown to improve capac-
ity by increasing S/J in some fashion. The overriding objective in all of these
methodsis to increase the numberof users within the system. The radio propa-
gation characteristics influence the effectiveness of all of these methods in an
actual system. Radio propagation is the subject of the following two chapters.

2.9 Problems

2.1 Prove that for a hexagonal geometry, the co-channel reuse ratio is given by
Q = AN.

2.2 Show that the frequency reuse factor for a cellular system is given by &/S,
where k is the average numberof channels per cell and S is the total number
of channels available to the cellular service provider.

2.3 A cellular service provider decides to use a digital TDMA scheme which can
tolerate a signal-to-interference ratio of 15 dB in the worst case. Find the opti-
mal value of N for (a) omni-directional antennas, (b) 120° sectoring, and (c)
60° sectoring. Should sectoring be used? If so, which case (60° or 120°) should
be used? (Assume a path loss exponent of n = 4 and consider trunkingeffi-
ciency).

2.4 If an intensive propagation measurement campaign showed that the mobile
radio channel provided a propagation path loss exponent of n = 3 insteadof4,
how would your design in Problem 2.3 change?

2.5 Fora N = 7 system witha Pr[Blocking] = 1% and an averagecall length of
2 minutes, find the loss in trunking efficiency when going from omni-direc-
tional antennas to 60° sectored antennas. (Assume that blocked calls are
cleared and the average numberofcalls made by each user is 1 per hour),

2.6 Assume thata cell named “Radio Knob” has an effective radiated power of 32
Watt and a cell radius of 10 km. The grade ofservice is established to be a
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Defining D, D,, R, R, for a microcell architecture with N = 7, Thesmaller hexagons form zones ando-channel cells are shown.  three hexagons (outlined in bold) together form a cell. Six nearest c

  probability of blocking of 5% (assuming blocked calls are cleared), Assume the
averagecall length is 2 minutes, and each user averages 2 calls per hour. Fur-
ther, assumethecell has just reached its maximum capacity and mustbe split
into 4cells using the techniques described in this chapter: (a) Whatis the cur-
rent capacity of the “Radio Knob”cell? (b) What is the radius and transmit
powerofthe new cells? (c) How many channels are needed in the new cells to
maintain frequency reuse stability in the system? (d) If traffic is uniformly dis-
tributed, what is the newtraffic carried by each new cell? Will the probability
of blocking in these new cells be below 0.1% after the split?

2.7 Exercises in trunking (queueing) theory:
(a) Whatis the maximum system capacity (total and per channel) in Erlangs

when providing a 2% blocking probability with 4 channels, with 20 chan- |

  
                
      nels, with 40 channels?

(b) How many users can be supported with 40 channels at 2% blocking?
Assume H = 105 s, pp. = 1 call/hour.

(c) Using the traffic intensity per channel calculated in part (a), find the
grade of service in a lost call delayed system for the case of delays being
greater than 20 seconds. Assume that H = 105 s, and determine the GOS
for 4 channels, for 20 channels, for 40 channels.

(a) Comparing part (a) and part(c), does a lost call delayed system wi

    
  
  th a 20
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second queue perform better than a system that drops blocked calls?
2.8 A receiver in an urban cellular radio system detects a 1 mW signal at

d = d, = | meter from the transmitter. In order to mitigate co-channel inter- |
ference effects, it is required that the signal received at any base station
receiver from another base station transmitter which operates with the same
channel must be below -100 dBm. A measurement team has determined that

the average path loss exponent in the system is n = 3. Determine the major
radius of each cell if a 7-cell reuse pattern is used. What is the major radius if a
4-cell reuse pattern is used?

2.9 A cellular system using a cluster size of 7 is described in Problem 2.8.It is
operated with 660 channels, 30 of which are designated as setup (control)
channels so that there are about 90 voice channels available per cell. If there is
a potential user density of 9000 users/km? in the system, and each user makes
an average of onecall per hour and each call lasts 1 minute during peak hours,
determine the probability that a user will experience a delay greater than 20
secondsif all calls are queued.

2.10 Show that if= 4, a cell can be split into four smaller cells, each with half the
radius and 1/16 of the transmitter powerof the originalcell. If extensive mea-
surements show that the path loss exponent is 3, how should the transmitter
power be changed in order to split a cell into four smaller cells? What impact |
will this have on the cellular geometry? Explain your answer and provide
drawings that show how the new cells would fit within the original macrocells.
For simplicity use omni-directional antennas.
Using the frequency assignment chart in Table 2.2, design a channelization
scheme for a B-side carrier that uses 4-cell reuse and 3 sectors per cell. Include
an allocation schemefor the 21 control channels.

2.12 Repeat Problem 2.11 for the case of 4-cell reuse and 6 sectors percell.
2.13 In practical cellular radio systems, the MSC is programmedto allocate radio

channels differently for the closest co-channel cells, This technique, called a
hunting sequence, ensures that co-channel cells first use different channels
from within the co-channel set, before the same channels are assignedto calls
in nearby cells. This minimizes co-channel interference when the cellular sys-
tem is not fully loaded. Consider 3 adjoining clusters, and design an algorithm
that may be used by the MSCto huntfor appropriate channels when requested
from co-channel cells. Assume a 7-cell reuse pattern with 3 sectors per cell, and
use the U.S, cellular channel allocation schemefor the A-side carrier.

4 Determine the noise floor (in dBm) for mobile receivers which implementthe
following standards: (a) AMPS, (b) GSM, (c) USDC,(d) DECT,(e) IS-95, and (f)
CT2. Assumeall receivers have a noise figure of 10 dB.

2.15 If a base station provides a signal level of -90 dBm at the cell fringe, find the
SNRfor each of the mobile receivers described in Problem 2.14.

2.16 Fromfirst principles, derive the expression for Erlang B given in this chapter.
2.17 Carefully analyze the trade-off between sectoring and trunkingefficiency for a ,

4-cell cluster size. While sectoring improves capacity by improving SNR,there
is a loss due to decreased trunking efficiency, since each sector must be |
trunked separately. Consider a wide range oftotal available channels percell
and consider the impact of using 3 sectors and 6 sectors per cell. Your analysis |
may involve computer simulation, and should indicate the “break even” point
when sectoring is not practical.

2.15 Assume each user of a single base station mobile radio system averages three '

bo _ i
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calls per hour, eachcall lasting an average of 5 minutes.
(a) Whatis the traffic intensity for each user?
(b) Find the numberofusers that could use the system with 1% blocking if

only one channel is available.
(c) Find the numberofusers that could use the system with 1%blocking if

five trunked channels are available.
(d) If the number ofusers you found in (c) is suddenly doubled, what is the

new blocking probability ofthefive channel trunked mobile radio system?
Would this be acceptable performance? Justify why or why not.

2.19 The U.S. AMPSsystem is allocated 50 MHzof spectrum in the 800 MHz range,
and provides 832 channels. Forty-twoof those channels are control channels.
The forward channel frequency is exactly 45 MHz greater than the reverse
channel frequency.
(a) Is the AMPS system simplex, half-duplex, or duplex? What is the

bandwidth for each channel and howis it distributed between the base
station and the subscriber?

(b) Assume a base station transmits control information on channel 352,
operating at 880.560 MHz. What is the transmission frequency of a sub-
scriberunit transmitting on channel 352?

(c) The A-side and B-side cellular carriers evenly split the AMPS channels.
Find the number of voice channels and numberofcontrol channels for
eachcarrier.

(d) Let's suppose you are chief engineer of a cellular carrier using 7-cell
reuse. Propose a channel assignment strategy for a uniform distribution
of users throughout your cellular system. Specifically, assume that each
cell has 3 control channels (120° sectoring is employed) and specify the
number of voice channels you would assign to each control channel in
your system.

(e) For an ideal hexagonal cellular layout which has identical cell sites, what
is the distance between the centers of two nearest co-channel cells for 7-
cell reuse? for 4-cell reuse?

2,20 Pretend your company wona license to build a U.S. cellular system (the appli-
cation cost for the license was only $500!). Yourlicense is to cover 140 square
km. Assume a base station costs $500,000 and a MTSO costs $1,600,000. An
extra $500,000 is needed to advertise and start the business. You have con-
yvinced the bank to loan you $6 million, with the idea that in four years you will
have earned $10 million in gross billing revenues, and will have paid off the
loan,

(a) How many basestations(i.e. cell sites) will you be able to install for $6
million?

(b) Assuming the earth is flat and subscribers are uniformly distributed on
the ground, what assumption can you make about the coverage area of
each of your cell sites? What is the major radius of each of yourcells,
assuming a hexagonal mosaic?

(c) Assume that the average customer will pay $50 per month over a 4 year
period, Assumethat on the first day you turn your system on, you have a
certain numberof customers which remainsfixed throughout the year. On
the first day of each new year the numberof customers using your system
doubles and then remains fixed fortherest of that year. Whatis the mini-
mumnumberof customers you must have on the first day of service in
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order to have earned $10 million in grossbilling revenues by the end of

‘aie the 4th year of operation?c 1 1ing (d) For your answerin (c), how many users per square km are needed on the
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MobileRadio Propagation:
Small-Scale Fading and

Multipath  
' toee fading, or simply fading, is used

to describe the rapid fluctuation of the amplitudeof a radio signal over a short
period of time or travel distance, so that large-scale path loss effects may be.
ignored, Fading is caused by interference between two or more versions of the
transmitted signal which arrive at the receiver at slightly different times. These
waves, called multipath waves, combine at the receiver antennato give a result-
ant signal which can vary widely in amplitude and phase, depending on the dis-:.
tribution oftheintensity and relative propagation time of the waves’ and the
bandwidth of the transmitted signal,

   
4.1 Small-Scale Multipath Propagation :

Multipath in the radio channel creates small-scale fading effects, The three
most importanteffects are:

Rapid changesin signal strength over a small travel distance or time inter-
val ’ ,
Random frequency modulation due to varying Doppler shifts on different
multipath signals Nace
Timedispersion (echoes) caused by multipath propagation delays,

'

In built-up urban areas, fading occurs because the height of the mobile
antennas are well below the heightof surroundingstructures, so there is no sin-
gle line-of-sightpath to the base station. Eyen when a line-of-sight exists, multi-
path still occurs due to reflections from the ground and surrounding structures.
The incoming radio waves arrive from different directions with different propa-
gation delays. The signal received by the mobile at any point in space may con-
sist of a large numberofplane waves having randomly distributed amplitudes,
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phases, and anglesof arrival. These multipath components, combine vectorially
at the receiver antenna, and can cause the signal received by the mobile to dis-
tort or fade. Even when a mobile receiver is stationary, the received signal may
fade due to movementof surrounding objects in the radio channel.

If objects in the radio channel arestatic, and motionis consideredto be only
due to that of the mobile, then fading is purely a spatial phenomenon. The spa-
tial variations of the resulting signal are seen as temporal variations by the
receiver as it-moves through the multipath field. Due to the constructive and
destructive effects of multipath waves summing at various points in space, a
receiver moving at high speed can pass through several fades in a small period of
time. In a moreserious case, a receiver may stop at a particular location at which

_the received signal is in a deep fade. Maintaininggood communications canthen
becomeverydifficult, although passing vehicles or people walking in the vicinity
of the mobile can often disturb the field pattern, thereby diminishing the likeli-
hood of the received signal remaining in a deep null for a long period of time.
Antenna space diversity can prevent deep fading nulls, as shown in Chapter 6.
Figure 3.1 shows typical rapid variations in the received signal level due to
small-scale fading as a receiver is moved over a distance of a few meters.

Dueto the relative motion between the mobile and the base station, each
multipath wave experiences an apparent shift in frequency. The shift in received
signal frequency due to motionis called the Dopplershift, and is directly propor-
tional to the velocity and direction of motion of the mobile with respect to the
direction of arrival of the received multipath wave.

4.1.1 Factors Influencing Small-Scale Fading

_ Many physical factors in the radio propagation channel influence small-
scale fading. These includethefollowing:
* Multipath propagation — The presenceofreflecting objects and scatterers

in the channel creates a constantly changing environment that dissipates
the signal energy in amplitude, phase, and time, These effects result in mul-
tiple versions of thetransmitted signal that arrive at the receiving antenna,
displaced with respect to one another in time and spatial orientation. The
random phase and amplitudes of the different multipath components cause
fluctuations in signal strength, thereby inducing small-scale fading, signal
distortion, or both. Multipath propagation often lengthens the time required
for the basebandportion of the signal to reach the receiver which can cause
signal smearing due to intersymbolinterference.
Speed of the mobile — Therelative motion between the base station and.
the mobile results in random frequency modulation due to different Doppler
shifts on each of the multipath components. Doppler shift will be positive or
negative depending on whether the mobile receiver is moving toward or
away from the basestation.
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| Multipath Small-Scale Multipath Propagation 141    storially * Speed of surrounding objects — If objects in the radio channel are in
a to dis- motion, they induce a time varying Doppler shift on multipath components.
nal may If the surroundingobjects move at a greater rate than the mobile, then this

effect dominates the small-scale fading. Otherwise, motion of surrounding
| be only objects maybe ignored, and onlythe speed of the mobile need be considered.
the spa- _ The transmission bandwidth of the signal — If the transmitted radio
| by the signal bandwidthis greater than the “bandwidth”ofthe multipath channel,
ive and the received signal will be distorted, but the received signal strength will not
space, a fade muchovera local area(i.e., the small-scale signalfading will not be sig-
reriod of nificant). As will be shown, the bandwidth of the channel can be quantified
it which by the coherence bandwidth which is related to the specific multipath struc-
‘an then ture of the channel. The coherence bandwidth is a measure of the maximum
vicinity frequency difference for which signals arestill strongly correlated in ampli-

ie likeli- tude. If the transmitted signal has a narrow bandwidth as compared to the
of time. channel, the amplitude of the signal will change rapidly, but the signal will
apter 6. not be distorted in time. Thus, the statistics of small-scale signal strength
| due ta and the likelihood of signal smearing appearing over small-scale distances

  
are very muchrelated to the specific amplitudes and delays of the multipath

on, each channel, as well as the bandwidth of thetransmitted signal,
received

- propor- 4.1.2 Doppler Shift

st to the Consider a mobile moving at a constant velocity v, along a path segment
having length d between points X andY, while it receives signals from a remote
source S,as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The difference in path lengths traveled by
the wave from source S to the mobile at points X and Yis A = deos0 = vAtcosO,

   
5 aihnlls where At is the time required for the mobile to travel from X to Y, and @ is

i assumed to be the same at points X andYsince the source is assumed to be very
attarers far away. The phase change in the received signal due to the difference in path
ssipates lengths is therefore

/in mul- etaintenna, o = —— =x 8 (4,1)

ion. The and hence the apparent change in frequency, or Dopplershift, is given by fy,ts cause where
r, signal :

required fs J Ad. vu, cos0 ’ (4.2)
si ani 2n At 3 '

Equation (4,2) relates the Doppler shift to the. mobile velocity and the spa-

2TUAt ogg

tion and tial angle between the direction of motion of the mobile and the direction of
Doppler arrival of the wave. It.can be seen from equation (4.2) that if the mobile is mov-
ative OF ing toward the direction of arrival of the wave, the Dopplershift is positive(i.e.,
ead ai the apparent received frequencyis increased),

from the direction ofarrival of the wave, the Doppler shift is negative (i.e. the
and if the mobile is moving away
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apparent received frequency is decreased). As shown in section 4.7.1, multipath
components from a CW signal, which arrive from different directions contribute
to Doppler spreading of the received signal, thus increasing the signal band-
width.

Figure 4.1
Illustration of Doppler effect.

Example 4.1.
Consider a transmitter which radiates'a sinusoidal carrier frequency of 1850
MHz.For a vehicle moving 60 mph, compute the received carrier frequency if
the mobile is moving (a) directly towards the transmitter, (b) directly away
from the transmitter; (¢) in a direction which is perpendicular to the direction
of arrival of the transmitted signal. 2

Solution to Example 4.1
Given: :

Carrier frequency f, = 1850 MHz
8

Therefore, wavelength 4=¢/f, = 3x10 = 0.162m
1850 x 10

Vehicle speed v = 60.mph = 26.82 m/s

(a) The vehicle is moving directly towards the transmitter.
The Dopplershift in this case is positive and the received frequency is given
by equation (4.2) :

: 6, 26.82 _
‘f= fit fy = 1850 x 10° + 25 = 1850.00016 MHz

(b) The vehicle is moving directly away from the transmitter.
TheDoppler shift in this case is negative and hence the received frequency ~
is given by
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Te 6 26.82 _ be be
f= f,-fz = 1850 * 10 dep = 1849.999834 MHz

(c) The vehicle is moving perpendicular to the angle of arrival of the transmit-
tedsignal.
In this case, 8 = 90°, cosO = 0, and there is no Doppler shift.
The received signal frequency is the same as the transmitted frequency of
1850 MHz.

OE——

4.2 Impulse Response Modelof a Multipath Channel

The small-scale variationsofa mobile radio signal can bedirectly related to
the impulse response of the mobile radio channel. The impulse response is a
wideband channel characterization and contains all information necessary to
simulate or analyze any type of radio transmission through the channel. This
stems from the fact that a mobile radio channel may be modeled asalinearfilter
with a time varying impulse response, where the time variation is due to
receiver motion in space, Thefiltering nature of the channel is caused by the
summation of amplitudes and delays of the multiple arriving waves at any
instantof time. The impulseresponseis a useful characterization of the channel,
since it may be used to predict and compare the performance of many different
mobile communication systems and transmission bandwidths for a particular
mobile.channel condition.

To show that a mobile radio channel may be modeled asalinear filter with
a time varying impulse response, consider the case where time variation is due
strictly to receiver motion in space. This is shown in. Figure 4.2.

d spatial position
Figure 4.2

The mobile radio channelas a function of time and space,

In Figure 4.2, the receiver moves along the groundat some constantveloc-
ity v. Fora fixed position d, the channel between the transmitter and the receiver
can be modeled asa linear time invariant system. However, due to the.different
multipath waves which have propagation delays which vary over different spa-
tial locations of the receiver, the impulse response of the linear timeinvariant
channel should be a function ofthe position of the receiver. That is, the channel .
impulse response can be expressed as h(d,t). Let x(t) represent the transmitted
signal, then the received signal y(d,0) at position dcan be expressed as a convo-
lution of x(t) with h(d,t).
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y(d,t) = x(t) @h(d,t) = [ x (t)h(d,t—1) de (4.3)
For a causal system, h(d,t) = 0 for ¢<0, thus equation (4.3) reduces to

t

y(d,t) = [e@AGt-ode i (4.4)
Since the receiver moves along the ground at a constantvelocity v, the posi-

tion of the receiver can by expressed as

; d = vt (4.5)
Substituting (4.5) in (4.4), we obtain

t

“ptve ay = [x@htt—odr (4.6)
) a

Since v is a constant, y(vt,t) is just a function of t. Therefore, equation (4.6)
can be expressed as

t

y(t) = [xa cott—a de = x(t) @h(vt,t) = x(t) @h(d,t) (4.7)
From equation (4.7) it is clear that the mobile radio channel can be modeled as a
linear time varying channel, where the channel changes with time and distance.

Since v may be assumed constantover a short time (or distance) interval,
we may. let x(t) represent the transmitted bandpass waveform, y(t) the’
received waveform, and A (t,t) the impulse response ofthe time varying multi- |

' path radio channel. The impulse response / (¢, t) completely characterizes the
channel and is a function of both ¢ and t. The variable ¢ represents the time
variations due to motion, whereas t represents the channel multipath delay for
a fixed value of ¢. One may thinkof t as being a vernier adjustment oftime. The
received signal y(t) can be expressed as a convolution of the transmitted signal
x(t) with the channel impulse response (see Figure 4.3a).

y(t) = [ x (a)h (tc) de = x(t) @h(t,1) | ,>(4.8)
If the multipath channelis assumedto be a bandlimited bandpass channel,

which is reasonable, then A(t,z) may be equivalently described, by a complex
baseband impulse response /, (t,t), with the input and output being the com-
plex envelope representations of the transmitted and received signals, respec-
tively (see Figure 4,3b). Thatis,

Ls sae she sawn
sr (t) ~ 5¢ (t) @ sh, (t,1) (4.9)
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(4.8)
wo

i "tL ettx(t) —- sl A(t,t) = Re (hy (t, 2)e
‘t—____——__ y(t) = Reir(tye}

(a)

y(t) = x(t) @A(E)

shy (t.0) lend rit)
sr(t) = de(t) ® 5h, (t)

(b)

Figure 4.3
(a) Bandpass channel impulseresponse model,
(b) Baseband equivalent channel impulse response model.

 
where c(t) and r(t) are related to x(t) and y(t), respectively, through [Cou93]  an x(t) = Re {c(t) exp (j2nf,t)} (4.10)

y(t) = Re {r(t) exp (/2nf,t)} | (4.11)
odas a The factors of 1/2 in equation (4.9) are due to the properties of the complex
Nees envelope, in order to represent the passband radio system at baseband. The low-
a a pass characterization removes the high frequency variations caused by the car-
‘) te rier, making the signal analytically easier to handle. It is shown by Couch °multi-

res the [Cou93] that the average powerof a bandpasssignal x(t) is equal to 5le CE ge |e time

i te where the overbar denotes ensemble average for a stochastic signal, or time
‘iaThe average for a deterministic or ergodic stochastic signal,
alignai It is useful to discretize the multipath delay axis t of the impulse response

: into equal time delay segments called excess delay bins,where each bin has time
a delay width equal tot,, ,—t;, where ty is equalto 0, and represents thefirst

(4.8) arriving signal at the receiver. Letting i = 0,it is seen that t,—t, is equal to the
‘ time delay bin width given by At. For convention, T = 0, t, = At, and

iannel, t; = tAt, for i = 0 to N-1, where N represents the total number of possible
omplex equally-spaced multipath components, includingthe first arriving component.
le com- Any numberof multipath signals received within the ith bin are represented by
respec- 4 single resolvable multipath component having delay t,. This technique of

quantizing the delay bins determines the time delay resolution of the channel
model, and the useful frequency span of the model can be shown to be 1/ (2At) .

(4.9) That is, the model may be used to analyze transmitted signals having band-
widths whichare less than 1/(2Ar) . Note that t) = 0 is the excess time delay
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of the first arriving multipathcomponent, and neglects the propagation delay
between the transmitter and receiver. Excess delay is the relative delay of the
ith multipath component as compared to the first arriving component and is
given by t,. The maximumexcess delay of the channelis given by NAt.

Since the received signalin a multipath channel consists of a series of
attenuated, time-delayed, phase shifted replicas of the transmitted signal, the
baseband impulseresponse of a multipath channel can be expressed as

N-1

h, (t,t) = » a, (t,t) exp Lj2nf,t; (t) +o (t, 1) 18 (4-1, (@)) (4,12)
i=0

wherea, (¢,t) and 1; (¢) are the real amplitudes and excess delays, respectively,
of ith multipath component at time ¢. The phase term 2nf,1,(t) +; (¢,) in
(4.12) represents the phaseshift due to free space propagation of the ith multi-
path component, plus any additional phase shifts which are encountered in the
channel. In general, the phase term is simply represented by a single variable
0; (¢,t) which lumps together all' the mechanisms for phase shifts of a single
multipath component within the ith excess delay bin. Note that some excess
delay bins may have no multipath at some time ¢ and delay 1,, since a,(t,t)
maybe zero. In equation (4.12), N is the total possible numberofmultipath com-
ponents(bins), and 6(+) is the unit impulse function which determines the spe-
cific multipath bins that have components at time ¢ and excess delays t,. Figure
4.4 illustrates an example of different snapshots of h, (t,t), where ¢ varies into
the page, and the time delay bins are quantized to widths of At.

 
a

pts ay

poh1h)
jooTh

acthy afe)
Ty-2 TN]

Figure 4.4
An exampleof the time varying discrete-time impulse response modelfor a multipath radio channel. 
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If the channel impulse response is assumed to be time invariant, or is at

least wide sense stationary over a small-scale time or distance interval, then the
channel impulse response may be simplified as

n delay

y of the
; and is

. N-i

ieries of . ag eh = + a,exp (-j0,)8(t—7,) (4.13)
nal, the i=0 :

When measuringor predicting A;(t), a probing pulse p(¢) which approxi-
mates a delta function is used at the transmitter. That is,

(4.12) p(t) =8(t—1) (4.14)
is used to sound the channelto determine h, (1).

vectively, ' For small-scale channel modeling, the power delay profile of the channel is
(é, t) in
i multi-
id in the several local area measurements of |/,(t;t) |’ in different locations, it is possible
variable
a single

@ @XCess

a; (t, T)
ath com-

_ the spe-

; Figure
iries into

found by taking the spatial averageof |A,, (t;r) E overa local area. By making

to build an ensemble of power delay profiles, each one reeEe a possible
small-scale multipath channel state [Rap9 1a].

Based on work by Cox [Cox72], [Cox75], if p (¢) has a time duration much
smaller than the impulse responseof the multipath channel, p(t) does not need
to be deconvolved from the received signal r(t) in order to determinerelative
multipath signal strengths. The received power delay profile in a local area is
given by

 
P (t;t) = hh, (t30)|” (4.15)

and many snapshots of |i, (#30) | are typically averaged over a local (small-
scale) area to provide a single time-invariant multipath power delay profile-
P(t). The gain & in equation (4.15) relates the transmitted power in the preb-
ing pulse p(t) to the total power received in a multipath delay profile.

4.2.1 Relationship Between Bandwidth and Received Power
In actual wireless communication systems, the impulse response of a multi-

path channel is measured in the field using channel sounding techniques. We
now consider two extreme channel sounding cases as a means of demonstrating
how the small-scale fading behaves quitedifferently for two signals with differ-
ent bandwidths in the identical multipath channel.

Consider a pulsed, transmitted RF signal of the form
x(t) = Re {p (t) exp (j2n/,t) }

where p(t) is a repetitive baseband pulse train with very narrow,ates width
T,, and repetition period 7'p,, which is much greater than the maximum mea-
sured excess delay t,,,, in the channel, Nowlet

P(t) = 2ftnax/Zy, for 0StsT,,

lio channel. 
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‘and let p(t) be zero elsewhere for all excess delays of interest. The low pass
channel output r(t) closely approximatesthe impulse response f,(t) and is
given by

r(t) So (exp (-J0))) -P @—1)
1=0

es foes T> a,exp (-J8;) - reot|Tyi=0

To determine the received power at some time ¢,, the power|r (to) |" is mea-
sured. The quantity Ir Go)’ is called the instantaneous multipath power delay .
profile of the channel, and is equal to the energy received over the time duration -

. of the multipath delay divided by Tae Lhat is, using equation (4.16) -

Tmax

\r (to)? J P(t) xr" (t) dt - (4,17)max
0

Tmax N=1N-1
af "+24 1 3 _ _ 'me J ge x 2a (to) 4; (to) p (t—t,)p (t—7,) exp (J (8;—9;).) dta i i=

Note thatif all the multipath components are resolved by the probe pi), then
|t;-1,| > Ty, for all ji, and

Ir)? 1ma Yay (to)(t-%) ju
Z h=0

u(t)Te rectfToo]a
N- 1». bi(tp)
k=0

For a wideband probing signal p(t), T,, is smaller than the danaye between
multipath components in the channel, and equation (4,18) shows that the total
received poweris simply related to the sum of the powersin the individual mul-
tipath components, andis sealed by the ratio of the probing pulse’s width and
amplitude, and the maximum observed excess delay of the channel. Assuming. .
that the received power from the multipath components forms a random process
where each component has a random amplitude and phase at any time ¢, the
average small-scale received power for the wideband probe is. found from equa- |
tion (4.17) as
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N-1 N-1 af. 2E,olPwal = ap) |a,exp (0;)| = > 4 (4.19)i=0 i=0

In equation (4.19), EZ, ,[*] denotes the ensemble average overall possible val-
ues of a, and 0; in a local area, and the overbar denotes sample average over a
local measurement area whichis generally measured using multipath measure-
ment equipment. The striking result of equations (4.18) and (4.19) is that if a
transmitted signal is able to resolve the multipaths, then the small-scale
received power is simply the sum ofthe powers received in each multipath compo-
nent. In practice, the amplitudes of individual multipath components do not: fluc-
tuate widely in a local area. Thus, the received power of a wideband signal such
as p(t) does not fluctuate significantly when a receiver is moved about a local
area [Rap89]._

Now,instead of a pulse, consider a CW signal whichis transmittedinto the
exact: same channel, and let the complex envelope be given by ¢(¢) = 2. Then,
the instantaneous complex envelopeof the received signal is given by the phasor
sum

N-1

r(t) = > ajexp (79; (¢, t)) | (4.20)
i=0

and the instantaneous poweris given by
N=1 a

& a:exp (79; (2, «))
i=0

As the receiver is moved over a local area, the channel changes, and the
received signal strength will vary at a rate governed by the fluctuations of a;
and @;. As mentioned earlier, a; varies little over local areas, but 6, will vary
greatly due to changes in propagation distance over space, resulting in large fluc-
tuations of r (ft) as the receiver is moved over small distances (on the order of a
wavelength). That is, since r(¢) is the phasor sum of the individual multipath
components, the instantaneous phases of the multipath components cause the
large fluctuations which typifies small-scale fading for CW signals, The average
received powerovera local area is then given by

Ir (t)|? = (4.21)  

N-1

> a,exp (j0,)
i=0E,olPewl = Fa.   

2

(4.22)

  J Jo 8,
E, 9 lPewl x [ Ae ‘tae '+....+ay_1€
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N-1_

E,, 9 (Pew! * Dea, +25 shy, cos(0;—9,) (4.24)
j =0 i=0 jee 4

wherer;; is the path sieiplitiide correlation coefficient defined to be
= E,[a,4)) (4.25)

and the overbar denotes ubeaiatas for CW measurements made by a mobile’
receiver over the local ‘measurement area [Rap89]. Note that when —
cos (6,—0,) = 0 and/or r;; = 0, then the average power for a CW signal is
equivalent to the average received power for a widebandsignal in a small-scale
region. This is seen by comparing equation (4.19) and equation (4.24). This can
occur wheneither the multipath phases are identically and independently dis-
tributed (iid uniform) over [0,22] or when the path amplitudes are uncorre-
lated. The iid uniform distribution of ®is a valid assumption since multipath
components traverse differential path lengths that measure hundreds of wave-
lengths and are likely to arrive with random phases. If for some reason it is
believed that the phases are not independent, the average wideband power and
average CW powerwill still be equal if the paths have uncorrelated amplitudes.
However, if the phases of the paths are dependent upon each other, then the
amplitudes are likely to be correlated, since the same mechanism whichaffects
the path phases is likely to also affect the amplitudes. This situation is highly
unlikely at transmission frequencies used in wireless mobile systems.

Thus it is seen that the received local ensemble average power of wideband
and narrowband signals are equivalent. When the transmitted signal has a
bandwidth much greater than the bandwidth of the channel, then the multipath
structure is completely resolved by the received signal at any time, and the
received power varies very little since the individual multipath amplitudes do
not change rapidly over a local area.. However, if the transmitted signal has a
very narrow bandwidth(e.g., the baseband signal has a duration greater than
the excess delay of the channel), then multipath is not resolved by the received
signal, and large signal fluctuations (fading) occur at the receiver due to the .
phaseshifts of the many unresolved multipath components.

Figure 4.5 illustrates actual indoor radio channel measurements made
simultaneously with a wideband probing pulse having T',, = 10ns, and a CW
transmitter. The carrier frequency was 4 GHz. It can be seen that the CW signal
undergoes rapid fades, whereas the wideband measurements changelittle over
the 5A measurement track. However, the local average received powers of both
signals were measuredto be virtually identical [Haw91].

Example 4.2
Assume a diserete channel impulse response is used to model urban radio
channels with excess delays as large as 100 ps and microcellular channels
with excess delays nolarger than 4 ys. If the number of multipathbinais fixed
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Figure 4.5-
Measured wideband and narrowbandreceivedsignals over a 54 (0.876 m) Planmireniane track inside
a building. Carrier frequency is 4 GHz, Wideband power is computed using equation (4.19), which
can be thoughtof.as the area under the power delay profile.

at 64, find (a) At, and (b) the maximum bandwidth which the two models can
accuratelyrepresent. Repeat the exercise for an indoor channel model with
excess delays as large as 500 ns. As described in section 4.7.6, SIRCIM and

' SMRCIM are statistical channel models based on equation (4.12) that use
parameters in this example.

Solution to Example 4.2

The maximum excess delay of the channel modelis given by ty = Nat. There-
fore, for ty = 100us, and N = 64 we obtain At = ty/N = 1.5625 1s, The
maximum bandwidth that the SMRCIM model can accurately represent is
equal to

1/(2At) = 1/(2(1.5625p8)) = 0.32 MHz.

For the SMRCIM urban microcell model, Ty = 4us, At = ty/N = 62.5 ns.
The maximum, bandwidth that can be representedis

i/(2At) = 1/(2(62.5 ns)) =8 MHz.
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! 500 x 10~”
Similarly, for indoor channels, At = t,y/N = — 7.8125 ns.
The maximum bandwidth for the indoor channel modelis

1/(2At) = 1/(2(7.8125 ns)) = 64 MHz.
eeee

Example 4.3 ry ;
Assume a mobile traveling at a velocity of 10 m/s receives two multipath com-
ponents at a carrier frequency of 1000 MHz. Thefirst component is assumed to
arrive at t = 0. with an initial phase of 0° and a power of -70 dBm, and the
second component which is 3 dB weaker than thefirst component is assumed
to arrive at t = lps, also with an initial phase of 0°. If the mobile moves
directly towards: the direction of arrival of the first component and directly
away from the direction of arrival of the second component, compute the nar-
rowbandinstantaneous powerat time intervals of 0.1 s from 0 s to 0:5 s. Com-
pute the average narrowband power received over this observation interval.
Compare average narrowband and wideband received powers over the inter-val.

Solution to Example 4.3
Given v = 10 m/s, timeintervals of 0.1 correspondto spatial intervals of 1 m.
The carrier frequency is given to be 1000 MHz, hence the wavelength of the
signalis

pa S= 3x10 = 03m
Ff 1000 10°

The narrowbandinstantaneous power can be computed using equation (4.21).
Note -70 dBm = 100 pW,At time ¢ = 0, the phases of both multipath compo-
nents are 0°, hence the narrowband instantaneous poweris equal to

N=1 2

int)?=|¥° a,exp (79; (t, 2))
i=0

|./100pW x exp (0) + /50 pW x exp(0)| =291 pw

Now, as the mobile moves, the phase of the two multipath components changes
in opposite directions.
At t = 0.1 s, the phase ofthe first componentis

g, = 2d _ 2nvt _ 2nx 10 (m/s) x 0.1 8
Pook A 0.3 m

= 20.94 rad = 2.09 rad = 120°
Since the mobile moves towards the direction of arrival ofthefirst component,
and away from the direction of arrival of the second component, 0, is positive,
and@., is negative.
Therefore, at ¢ = 0.1s, 6, = 120°, and @, =—120°, andthe instantaneous
poweris equal to , ,
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i NI 2
2 :

Ince)" =|>" ajexp (0, (1) )
' liso .

= |,/100 pW x exp (/120°) + /50 pW x’ exp (-/120°)|" = 78.2 pw

Similarly, at t= 02 8, 0,.= 240°, and 0, = —240°, and the instantaneous
poweris equal to : \

 |N-1 2

Ire? =|$° ayexp (70; (t, 2))
t=0

= |./100 pW x exp (240°) + ./50 pW x exp (-j240°)|" = 81.5 pw: Pp

Similarly, at ¢ = 0.3 5,6, = 360° = 0°, and 8, = —360° = 0°, and the instan-
taneous poweris equal to, |

N-1 © a

Ir (t)|7 = 4exp (18; (t,t))
i=0

= |,/100 pW x exp (j0°) + 50 pW x exp (-j0°)|” = 291 pW

It follows that at ¢ = 0.45, |r(¢)|” = 78.2 pW, and at ¢ = 0.58, |r(t)|" = 81.5
pw.

The average narrowbandreceived poweris equal to

(2) (291) + (2) me + (2) (81.5) pW = 150.233 pw
Using equation (4.19), the wideband poweris given by

N-1 - Ne

Eo LPypl 2 Ei, 1d |a;exp (/9;) ' bs By a;i=0 i=0

Ea lPw, pl] = 100 pW +50 pW = 150 pw

As can be seen, the narrowband and wideband received power are virtually
identical when averaged over 0.5s (or § m), While the CW signal fades over the
observation interval, the wideband signal power remainsconstant.‘

4.3. Small-Scale Multipath Measurements
Because of the importance of the multipath structure in determining the

small-scale fading effects, a number of wideband channel sounding techniques
have been developed. These techniques may be classified as direct pulse mea-

surements, spread ,spectrumsliding correlator measurements, and swept fre-
quency measurements,
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4.3.1 Direct RF Pulse System
A simple channel sounding approachis the direct RF pulse system (see Fig-

ure 4,6). This technique allows engineers to determine rapidly the power delay
‘profile of any channel, as demonstrated by Rappaport and Seidel [Rap89],

[Rap90]. Essentially a wide bandpulsed bistatic radar, this system transmits a
repetitive pulse of width t,, 8, and uses a receiver with a wide bandpassfilter
(BW = 2/1,,Hz.). The signal is then amplified, detected with an envelope detec-
tor, and displayed and stored ona high speedoscilloscope. This gives an immedi-
ate measurementof the squareof the channel impulse response convolved with
the probing pulse (see equation, (4.17). If the oscilloscope is set on averaging
mode, then this system can provide a local average power delay profile. Another
attractive aspect of this system is the lack of complexity, since off-the-shelf
equipment may be used.

Tx +— ther*

Pulse Width = ty,

—_
Rx >—

Y + 2 Resolution = Pulse WidthBW = fie
| —hb ———e

"= »|BPF | “~~ _4] detector | Digital Storage
L_| Peale Oscilloscope

Figure 4.6
Direct RF channel impulse response measurement system.

The minimumresolvable delay between multipath components is equal to
the probing pulse width t,,,. The main problem with this system is that it is sub-
ject to interference and noise, due to the wide passbandfilter required for multi-
path time resolution. Also, the pulse system relies on the ability to trigger the
oscilloscope on thefirst arriving signal. If the first arriving signal is blocked or
fades, severe fading occurs,and it is possible the system may not trigger prop-
erly. Another disadvantageis that the phases of the individual multipath compo-
nents are not received, due to the use of an envelope detector. However, use of a
coherent detector permits measurement of the multipath phase using this tech-
nique.
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4.3.2 Spread Spectrum Sliding Correlator Channel Sounding
1 (see Fig- The basic block diagram of a spread spectrum channel sounding system is
wer delay shown in Figure 4.7. The advantage of a spread spectrum system is that, while

[Rap89], the probing signal may bewideband,it is possible to detect the transmitted sig- .
ansmits a nal using a narrowbandreceiver preceded by a wideband mixer, thus improving
yass filter the dynamicrange ofthe system as comparedto the direct RF pulse system.
ype detec- In a spread spectrum channel sounder, a carrier signal is “spread” over a
1immedi- large bandwidth by mixing it with a binary pseudo-noise (PN) sequence having a
lved with chip duration T, and a chip rate R¢ equal to 1/7, Hz. The power spectrum
averaging envelopeof the transmitted spread spectrum signal is given by [Dix84] as
. Another ;

-the-shelf : a] (4,26)| FAT, .
and the null-to-null bandwidth is

BW = 2R, (4.27)

PN Sequence
Generator

R, = a [Hz] = 1/T,, Resolution ~ é (rms pulse width)

Rx chip clock Digital Storage|-

© Oscilloscope _
_ BLHz] .

equal to Soeelition Bandwidthit is sub- Sass e)

or multi-
gger the WidebandFilter NarrowbandFilter
ockedor 7 - ‘

a gure 4. ;bene: Spread spectrum channel impulse response measurement system.
use of a ‘ . afhis tech- The spread spectrum signalis then received,filtered, and despread using a

PN sequence generator identical to that used at the transmitter. Although the
two PN sequences are identical, the transmitter chip clock is run at a slightly
faster rate than thereceiver chip clock. Mixing the chip sequencesin this fashion
implements a sliding correlator [Dix84]. When the PN code of the faster chip
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clock catches up with the PN code of the slower chip clock, the two chip
sequences will be virtually identically aligned, giving maximal correlation. When
the two sequences are not maximally correlated, mixing the incoming spread
spectrum signal with the unsynchronized receiver chip sequencewill spreadthis
signal into a bandwidth at least as large as the receiver's reference PN sequence.
In this way, the narrowbandfilter that follows the correlator can reject almost all
of-the incoming signal power. This is how processing gain is realized in a spread
spectrum receiver and howit can reject passbandinterference, unlike the direct

_ RF pulse sounding system.
Processing gain (PG)is given as

(4.28)

where t,,, = 1/R,,, is the period of the baseband information. For the case of a
sliding correlator channel sounder, the baseband information rate is equal to the
frequency offset of the PN sequence clocks at the transmitter and receiver.

Whenthe incoming signal is correlated with the receiver sequence, the sig-
nal is collapsed back: to the original bandwidth (.e., “despread”), envelope
detected, and displayed on an oscilloscope. Since different incoming multipaths
will have different time delays, they will maximally correlate with the receiver
PN sequence at different times. The energy of these individual paths will pass

through the correlator depending on the time delay. Therefore, after envelope
detection, the channel impulse response convolved with the pulse shapeof a sin-
gle chip is displayed on the oscilloscope, Cox [Cox72] first used this method to
measure channel impulse responses in outdoor suburban environments at 910
MHz. Devasirvatham [Dev86], [Dev90a] successfully, used a direct sequence
spread spectrum channel sounder to measure time delay spread of multipath -
components and signal level measurementsin office and residential buildings at
850 MHz. Bultitude [Bul89] used this technique for indoor and microcellular
channel sounding work, as did Landron [Lan92].

The time resolution (At) of multipath components using a spread spec-
trum system with sliding correlation is

(4.29)

In other words, the system can resolve two multipath components as long
as they are equal to or greater than 27, secondsapart. In actuality, multipath
components with interarrival times smaller than 27, can be resolved since the
rms pulse width is smaller than the absolute width of the triangular correlation
pulse, and is on theorderof 7, . :

The sliding correlation process gives equivalent time measurements that
are updated every time the two sequences are maximally correlated. The time
between maximalcorrelations (T) can be calculated from equation (4.30)
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chip = ipo He
Then AT = Ty R
read T= chip period(s)
{this R,,= chip rate (Hz)
BUCe: y =slide factor (dimensionless)
st all l = sequence length (chips)
wead The slide factor is defined as the ratio between the transmitter chip clock
lirect rate and the difference between the transmitter and receiver chip clock rates

[Dev86]. Mathematically, this is expressed as

a : (4.31)4.28) . R==
where a = transmitter chip clock rate (Hz)

rofa B = receiver chip clock rate (Hz)

‘o the For a maximal length PN sequence, thesequence lengthis

e sig- b=2"-1 (4,32)
elope where 7 is the numberof shift registers in the sequence generator [Dix84].
sodas | Since the incoming spread spectrum signal is mixed with a receiver PN
epee’ sequence that is slower than the transmitter sequence, the signal is essentially
pass down-converted (“collapsed”) to a low-frequency narrowband signal. In other

elope words, the relative rate of the two codes slipping past each otheris the rate of
» gin information transferred to the oscilloscope. This narrowband signal allows nar-
aah he rowband processing, eliminating much of the passband noise and interference.

t 910. The processing gain of equation (4.a8)is then realized using a narrowband filter
lence (BW = 2(a—)).
ipath The equivalent time measurements referto the relative times of multipath

components as they are displayed on the oscilloscope. The observed timescale on -
the oscilloscope using a sliding correlator is related to the actual propagation
time scale by

igs at
(lular

spec- Observed Time (4.33)
¥

This effect is due to the relative rate of information transfer in the sliding
4,29) correlator. For example, 7’, of equation (4.30) is an observed time measured on

an oscilloscope and not actual propagation time. This effect, known as time dila-
tion, occurs in thesliding correlator system because the propagation delays are
actually expandedin time by the sliding correlator,

Caution must be taken to ensure that the sequence length has a period
whichis greater than the longest multipath propagation delay. The PN sequence
period is

Actual Propagation Time =

long
ipath
1e the

ation

that
time ‘torneg = Zt ' (4,84)a
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The sequence period gives an estimate of the maximum unambiguous

range of incoming multipath signal components. This rangeis found by maeily
ing the speed of light with tpy,,, in equation (4.34).

There are several advantages to the spread spectrum channel sounding sys-
tem. One of the key spread spectrum modulation characteristics is the ability to
reject passbandnoise, thus improving the coverage range for a given transmitter
power. Transmitter and receiver PN sequence synchronization is eliminated by
the sliding correlator. Sensitivity is adjustable by changing the sliding factor and. .
the post-correlator filter bandwidth. Also, required transmitter powers can be

pontidersbly lower than comparable direct pulse systems due to the inherent
“processing gain” of spread spectrum systems.

A disadvantage of the spread spectrum system, as compared to the direct
pulse system, is that measurements are not madein real time, but they arecom-
piled as the PN codesslide past one another. Depending on system parameters
and measurementobjectives, the time required to make power delay profile mea-
surements may be excessive. Anotherdisadvantage ofthe system described here
is that a noncoherent detector is used, so that phases of individual multipath
components can not be measured. Even if coherent detéction is used, the sweep
time of a spread spectrum signal induces delay such that the phases of individ-
ual multipath components with different time delays would be measured at sub-
stantially different times, during which the channel might change.

 
4.3.3 Frequency Domain Channel Sounding

Because of the dual relationship between time domain and frequency
domain techniques, it is possible to measure the channel impulse response in the
frequency domain. Figure 4.8 shows a frequency domain channel sounder used
for measuring channel impulse responses. A vector network analyzer controls a
synthesized frequency sweeper, and an S-parameter test set is used to monitor
the frequency response of the channel. The sweeper scans a particular frequency
band (centered on the carrier) by stepping through discrete frequencies. The
numberand spacings of these frequency steps impact the time resolution of the
impulse response measurement. For each frequency step, the S-parameter test
set transmits a known signal level at port 1 and monitors the received signal
level at port 2. These signal levels allow the analyzer to determine the complex
response(i.e., transmissivity S21(w)) of the channel over the measured frequency
range. The transmissivity response is a frequency domain representation of the
channel impulse response. This response is then converted to the time domain
‘using inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) processing, giving a band-lim-
ited version of the impulse response. In theory, this technique works well and
indirectly provides amplitude and phase information in the time domain, How-
ever, the system requires careful calibration and hardwired synchronization
between the transmitter and receiver, making it useful only for very close mea-
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ltipath *

diate surements(¢.g., indoor channel sounding). Another limitation with this system
hye is the non-real-time nature of the measurement. For time varying channels, the
e sd channel frequency response can change rapidly, giving an erroneous impulse
deetic.y response measurement. To mitigate this effect, fast sweep times are necessary to
t ae keep the total swept frequency response measurementinterval as short as possi-
a ble. A faster sweep time can be accomplished by reducing the numberof fre-
db quency steps, but this sacrifices time resolution and excess delay range in the
nea time domain. The swept frequency system has been used successfully for indoor'
n be propagation studies by Pahlavan [Pah95] and Zaghloul, et.al. [Zag91al,
aig [Zag91b].

irect Vector Network AnalyzerWi

comi= Swept Frequency Oscillatoraters

ee §-parametertest set
i | : Port 2pa

veep _ ¥(o)
ivid- 85; (@) a H (a) = X(o)
sub-

Inverse
DFT Processor

A(t) = FT" [H(o)]
Figure 4.8
Frequency domain channel impulse response measurement system.

4.4 Parameters of Mobile Multipath Channels

Many multipath channel parameters are derived from the powerdelaypro-
file, given by equation (4.18). Power delay profiles are measured using the tech-
niques discussed in Section 4.4 and are generally represented as plots of relative
received power as a function of excess delay with respect to a fixed time delay
reference. Power delay profiles are found by averaging instantaneous power
delay profile measurements over a local area in order to determine an average
small-scale powerdelay profile. Depending on the time resolution of the probing
pulse and the type of multipath channels studied, researchers often choose to
sample at spatial separations of a quarter of a wavelength and over receiver
movements no greater than 6 m in outdoor channels and no greater than 2 m in
indoor channels in the 450 MHz - 6 GHz range. This small-scale sampling avoids
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large-scale averaging bias in the resulting small-scale statistics. Figure 4.9
showstypical power delay profile plots from outdoor and indoor channels, deter-
mined from a large numberofclosely sampled instantaneousprofiles.

4.4.1 Time Dispersion Parameters

In order to compare different multipath channels and to develop some gen-
eral design guidelines for wireless systems, parameters which grossly quantify
the multipath channel are used. The mean excess delay, rms delay spread, and
excess delay spread (X dB) are multipath channel parameters that can be deter-
mined from apower delay profile. The time dispersive properties of wide band
multipath channels are most commonly quantified by their mean excess delay
(t) and rms delay spread (c_). The mean excess delay is the first moment of the
powerdelay profile and is defined to be

Yan VP)
= i Se

ya, DPC)k

The rmss delay spreadis the square sii of the second central momentof the
power delay profile andis defined to be

6, = Ar (2)? (4.36)

Yiaje ps (t,) t
v= t= +__ (4.87) |

ya|DP) |
i k

‘These delays are measuredrelative to the first detectable signal arriving at the

receiver at t, = 0; Equations (4,35) - (4.37) do not rely on the absolute power
level of P(t), but only the relative amplitudes of the multipath components
within P(t). Typical values of rms delay spread are on the order of microsec-
onds in outdoor mobile radio channels and on the order of nanosecondsin indoor

radio channels. Table’4.1 shows the typical measured values of rmsdelay spread. -
It is important to note that the rms delay spread and mean excess delay are

defined from a single power delay profile which is the temporal or spatial aver-
age of consecutive impulse response measurements collected and averaged over
a local area. Typically, many measurements are made at many local areas in
order to determine a statistical range of multipath channel parameters for a

mobile communication system over a large-scale area [Rap90].
The maximum excess delay (X dB) of the power delay profile is defined to be

the time delay during which multipath energy falls to X dB below the maxi-

feteaanSAeT

(4.35)
\BaentundGinaatfawa 
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Parameters of Mobile Multipath Channels

Display Threshold = -141.5 dBm per 40. ns
RMS Delay Spread = 22.85 microseconds

Worst Case San Francisco maeiraranisMansell St.[diaper40ns] ~

ReceivedSignalLevel,
Excess Delay Time, -[microseconds)

(a)

Figure 4.9
Measured multipath powerdelay profiles
a) From a 900 MHzcellular system in San Francisco [From [Rap90] ® IEEE}.
b) Insidea grocery store at 4 GHz [From [Haw91] © IEEE).
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Table 4.1 Typical Measured Values of RMS Delay Spread

Environment |Frequency|RMS Delay aa(MHz) Spread (c,): __Notes . ference—————

nee 1300 ns avg. New York City [Cox75]
é 600 ns st. dev.

3500 ns max.

910

Urban 892 [Rap90]

* Suburban 910 1960-2110 ns Averaged extreme case [Cox72]

850

Suburban|gio|200-310 ns Averaged typical case [Cox72]

Indoor 1600 10-50 ns _ Office building [Sal87]
25 ns median

Tndoor 270 ns max. Office building [Dev90a]
1900 70-94 ns avg. Three San Francisco [Sei9Za]Indoor d i

1470 ns max.° buildings

  
mum.In other words, the maximum excess delay is defined as ty—ty, where Tt)
is the first arriving signal and ty is the maximum delay at which a multipath
componentis within X dB of the strongest arriving multipath signal (which does
not necessarily arrive at 1,). Figure 4.10 illustrates the computation of the max-
imum excess delay for multipath components within 10 dB of the maximum. The
maximum excess delay (X dB) defines the temporal extentof the multipath that
is above a particular threshold. The value of ty is sometimes called the excess
delay spread of a power delay profile, but in all cases must be specified with a
threshold that relates the multipath noise floor to the maximum received multi-
path component.

In practice, valuesfor %, <2, and s, depend on the choice of noise threshold
used to process P(t). The noise threshold is used to differentiate between
received multipath components and thermalnoise. If the noise threshold is set
too low, then noise will be processed as multipath, thus giving rise to values of
t, 7, and o,that areartificially high.

‘It should be noted that the power delay profile and the magnitude fre-
quency response (the spectral response) of a mobile radio channel are related

. through the Fourier transform. It is therefore possible to obtain an equivalent
description of the channel in the frequency domain using its frequency response
characteristics. Analogous to the delay spread parameters in the time domain,
coherence bandwidth is used to characterize the channel in the frequency
domain. The rms delay spread and coherence bandwidth are inversely propor-
tional to one another, although their exact relationship is a function of the exact

‘multipath structure.
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1 multi-

 
Excess Delay (ns)

4,4.2 Coherence Bandwidth

While the delay spread is a natural phenomenon caused by reflected and
scattered propagation paths in the radio channel, the coherence bandwidth, B,,
is a defined relation derived from the rms delay spread. Coherence bandwidth iis
a statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which the channel can be-
considered “flat” (i.e., a channel which passes all spectral components with
approximately equal gain and linear phase). In other words, coherence band-
width is the range of frequencies over which two frequency components have a
strong potential for amplitude correlation. Two sinusoids with frequency separa-

erPoe? tion greater than B, are affected quite differently by the channel. If the coher-
jomain, _ ence bandwidth is defined as the bandwidth over which the frequency correlation
eae function is above 0.9, then the coherence bandwidth is approximately [Lee89b]propor-

ie exact hei a. )
B, = 06, (4,38)

reshold
vetween

dis set

alues of

ide fre-

related

iivalent  
Ifthe definition is relaxed so that the frequency correlation function is above0.5,
then the coherence bandwidth is approximately
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Bag (4.39)
It is important to note that an exact relationship between coherence band-

width and rms delay spread. does not exist, and equations (4.38) and (4.39) are
“ball park estimates”. In general, spectral analysis techniques and simulation
are required to determine the exact impact that time varying multipathhas on a
particular transmitted signal [Chu87], [Fun93], [Ste94]. For this reason, accu-

rate multipath channel models must be used in the design of specific wieder for
| wireless applications [Rap91a], [Woe94]..

Example 4.4
Calculate the mean excess delay, rms delay spread, and the maximum excess
delay (10 dB) for the multipath profile given in the figure below. Estimate the

50% coherence bandwidth of the channel. Would this channel be suitable for
AMPSor GSMservice without the use of an equalizer?

P(t) ;

T+

(us)

Figure E44

Solution to Example 4.4
The rms delay spread for the given multipath profile can be obtained using
equations (4.85) — (4.37). The delays of each profile are measured relative to
the first detectable signal. The mean excess delay for the given profile

_ (1) 5) + (0.1) C1) + (0.1) (2) + (0.01) (0)a [0.01+01 +0171] SORE
The second momentfor the given power delay profile can be calculated
as

F =) (5)*+ (04) (a)? + (0.1) 2)? (001) ) = 94 opyg?1.21

Therefore the rms delay spread, = 421.07— (4.38)7 = 1.378
The coherence bandwidth is found from equation (4.39) to be

ee 1 =
Be. “ 3737ns) 146 kHz
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Since 8, is greater than 30 kHz, AMPS will work without an equalizer. How-
(4.39) ever, GSM requires 200 kHz bandwidth which exceeds B,, thus an equalizer

would be needed for this channel. 
sen coherence band-

4,38) and (4.39) are

ues and simulation 4.4.3 Doppler Spread and Coherence Time

‘multipath has on a Delay spread and coherence bandwidth are parameters which describe the
r this reason, accu- time dispersive nature of the channel in a local area. However, they do not offer
specific modems for information about the time varying nature of the channel causedbyeitherrela-

tive motion between the mobile and basestation, or by movement of objects in
the channel. Doppler spread and coherence time are parameters which describe

the time varying nature of the channel in a small-scale region.
Doppler spread B, is a measureof the spectral broadening caused by the

time rate of change of the mobile radio channel andis defined as the range offre-
quencies over which the received Doppler spectrum is essentially non-zero.
When a pure sinusoidal tone of frequency f. is transmitted, the received signal
spectrum,called the Doppler spectrum,will have componentsin the range f,—f,
to f,+f,, where f, is the Doppler shift. The amount of spectral broadening
depends on f, which is a function of the relative velocity of the mobile, and the
angle 0 between the direction of motion of the mobile and direction ofarrival of

the scattered waves. If the baseband signal bandwidth is much greater than By,
the effects of Doppler spread are negligible at thereceiver.

Coherence time 7’, is the time domain dual of Doppler spread and is used
to characterize the time varying nature of the frequency dispersiveness of the
channel in the time domain. The Doppler spread and coherence time are
inversely proportional to one another. Thatis,

the maximum excess
‘e below. Estimate the
iannel be suitable for

Tox Fe (4.40.a)
Coherence timeis actually a statistical measure of the time duration over

an be obtained using which the channel impulse response is essentially invariant, and quantifies the
heeneener es similarity of the channel response at different times. In other words, coherence

: time is the time duration over which two received signals have a strong potential
}38us for amplitude correlation. If the reciprocal bandwidth of the baseband signalis

greater than the coherence time of the channel, then the channel will change
during the transmission of the baseband message, thus causing distortion at the
receiver. If the coherence time is defined as the time over which the time correla-

be calculated

Ne 2 : fied
+ = 21.07ps tion function is above 0.5, then the coherence timeis approximately [Ste94]

9
L.37us T.——0” TeaF (4.40.b)>be

Where f,, is the maximum Dopplershift given by f,, = v/A. In practice, (4.40.a)
suggests a time duration during which a Rayleigh fading signal may fluctuate
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wildly, and (4.40.b) is often too restrictive. A popular.rule of thumb for modern
digital communications is to define the coherence time as the geometric mean of
equations (4.40.a) and (4.40.b). Thatis,

Tit tee (4.40.c)
l6nf, fm

‘The definition of coherence time implies that two signals arriving with a
time separation greater than T,, are affected differently by the channel. For
example, for a vehicle traveling 60 mph using a 900 MHzcarrier, a conservative
value of T', can be shown to be 2.22 ms from (4.40.b). Ifa digital transmission
system is used, then aslong as the symbolrate is greater than 1/T', = 454 bps,
the channel will not cause distortion due to motion (however, distortion could
result from multipath time delay spread, depending on the channel impulse.
response). Using the practical formula of(4.40.c), 7, = 6.77 ms and the symbol
rate must exceed 150 bits/s in order to avoid distortion due to frequency disper-
81071.

Example 4.5
Determine the proper spatial sampling interval required to make small-scale
propagation measurementswhich, assume that consecutive samples are highly
correlated in time, How many samples will be required over 10 m travel dis-
tance if f, = 1900 MHz and v = 50 m/s. How long would it take to make these
measurements, assuming they could be madein real time from a moving vehi-
cle? What is the Doppler spread B,, for the channel?

Solution to Example 4.5

For correlation, ensure that the time between samples is equal to T,/2, and f
use the smallest value of 7, for conservative design.
Using equation (4.40.b)

9 3 _9x3x 10°
16%f, lénv  Lomvf, 16 x 3,14 x 50x 1900 x 10°

TT. = 565p8
Taking time samples at less than half To , at 282.5p8
corresponds to a spatial sampling interval of

To#

"ae Roiatas + OORe
10m

The time taken to make this measurement is equal to a. 0.28
The Doppler spread is _   
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Types of Small-Scale Fading

Hip = fim He =tasa signee

4.5 Types of Small-Scale Fading

Section 4.3 demonstrated that the type of fading experienced by a signal
propagating through a mobile radio channel dependson the natureof the trans-
mitted signal with respect to the characteristics of the channel. Depending on
the relation between the signal parameters (such as bandwidth, symbol period,
etc.) and the channel parameters (such as rms delay spread and Doppler spread),
different transmitted signals will undergo different types of fading. The time dis-
persion and frequency dispersion mechanismsin a mobile radio channellead to
four possible distinct effects, which are manifested depending on the nature of
the transmitted signal, the channel, and the velocity. While multipath delay
spread leads to time dispersion and frequency selective fading, Doppler spread
leads to frequency dispersion and time selective fading. The two propagation

mechanisms are independentofone another. Figure 44,11 showsa tree of the four
different types of fading.

Small-Scale Fading

(Based on multipath time delay spread)

Flat Fading Frequency Selective Fading
1. BW ofsignal < BW of channel 1, BW ofsignal > BW of channel
2, Delay spread < Symbolperiod 2. Delay spread > Symbolperiod

Small-Scale Fading _
(Based on Doppler spread)

 
Fast Fading Slow Fading

1. High’Doppler spread. . 1. Low Doppler spread
2, Coherence time < Symbol period 2, Coherence time > Symbolperiod,
3. Channel variations faster than base- 3. Channel variations slower than

bandsignal variations basebandsignal variations

 
Figure 4.11
Types of small-seale fading. 
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4.5.1 Fading Effects Due to Multipath Time Delay Spread

Time dispersion due to multipath causes the transmitted signal to update
either flat or frequencyselective fading. 1

4.5.1.1 Flat fading
If the mobile radio channel has a constant gainand linear phase response

over a bandwidth whichis greater than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal, ©
then the received signal will undergo flat fading. This type of fading is histori-
cally the most commontypeoffading described in the technical literature.In flat
fading, the multipath structure of the channel is such that the spectral charac-
teristics of the transmitted signal are preserved at the receiver. However the
strength of the received signal changes with time, due to fluctuations in the gain

of the channel caused by multipath. The characteristics of a ‘flat fading chanel
are illustrated in Figure 4,12.

si h(t, «)

AS wt t<< 7,iW,x. ame ahaw
Figure 4.12
Flat fading channel characteristics.

It can be seen from Figure 4,12 that ifthe channel gain changesovertime,
a change of amplitude occurs in the received signal. Over time, the received sig-
nal r(t) varies in gain, but the spectrum of the transmission is preserved. In a
flatfading channel, the reciprocal bandwidth of the transmitted signal is much
larger than the multipath time delay spread of the channel, and h,(t,t). can be
approximated as having no excess delay(i.e., a single delta function with t= 0).
Flat fading channels are also known as amplitude varying channels and are
sometimes referred to as narrowband channels, since the bandwidth of the
applied signalis narrow as comparedto the channelflat fading bandwidth. Typi-
cal flat fading channels cause deep fades, and thus may require 20 or 30 dB more
transmitter power to achieve low bit error rates during times of deep fades as
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compared to systems operating over non-fading channels. The distribution of the
undergo instantaneousgainofflat fading channels is importantfor designing radio links,

and the most common amplitude distribution is the Rayleigh distribution. The
Rayleigh flat fading channel model assumesthatthe channel inducesan ampli-
tude which varies in time according to the Rayleigh distribution.

aro To summarize, a signal undergoesflat fading if
id signal,'
s histori- Bek Be (4.41)
-e. In flat ’ and
1 charac-

rhe the 7 “ Ty» 6, (4,42)
the gain where 7’, is the reciprocal bandwidth (¢.g., symbol period) and B, is the band-

- channel width, respectively, of the transmitted modulation, and co, and B, are the rms
delay spread and coherence bandwidth, respectively, of the channel.

4.5.1.2 Frequency Selective Fading
If the channel possesses a constant-gain and linear phase response over a

bandwidth that is smaller than the bandwidth of transmitted signal, then the
channel creates frequency selective fading on the received signal. Under such
conditions the channel impulse response has a multipath delay spread which is
greater than the reciprocal bandwidth of the transmitted message waveform.
Whenthis occurs, the received signal includes multiple versions of the transmit-
ted waveform which are attenuated (faded) and delayed in time, and hence the
received signal is distorted. Frequency selective fading is due to time dispersion
of the transmitted symbols within the channel. Thus the channel induces
intersymbol interference (ISI). Viewed in the frequency domain, certain fre-
quency componentsin the received signal spectrum have greater gains than oth-
ers.

Frequency selective fading channels are much moredifficult to model than
flat fading channels since each multipath signal must be modeled and the chan-
nel must be considered to be a linear filter. It is for this reason that wideband
multipath measurements are made, and models are developed from these mea-

ver time, surements. When analyzing mobile communication systems, statistical impulse
tived sig- response models such as the 2-ray Rayleighfading model (which considers the
ved. Ina impulse response to be made upoftwo delta functions which independently fade
is much and have sufficient time delay between them to induce frequencyselective fading

) can be upon the applied signal), or computer generated or measured impulse responses,
1t.= 0). are generally used for analyzing frequency selective small-scale fading, Figure
and are 4.13 illustrates the characteristics of a frequency selective fading channel.
h of the For frequencyselective fading, the spectrum S (f) of the transmitted signal
th. Typi- has a bandwidth whichis greater than the-coherence bandwidth Be ofthe chan-
dB more nel, Viewed in the frequency domain, the channel becomes Srenueney selective,
fades as where the gainis differentfor different frequency components. Frequency selec-
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fe fe fe

- Figure 4.13
Frequency selective fading channel characteristics.

tive fading is caused by multipath delays which approach or exceed the symbol —
period ofthe transmitted symbol. Frequency selective fading channels are also
known as wideband channels since the bandwidth of the signal s(¢) is wider
than the bandwidth of the channel impulse response. Astimevaries, the channel
varies in gain and phase across the spectrum ofs(t), resulting in time varying '
distortion in the received signalr(t). To summarize, a signal undergoes frequency
selective fading if

By>Be (4.43)
and

T3 <6, 7 (4.44) |
‘A commonrule of thumb is that a channel is frequency selective if o,>0.1T,,
although this is dependent on the specific type of modulation used. Chapter 5
presents simulation results which illustrate the impact of time delay spread on
bit error rate (BER). -

4.5.2 Fading Effects Due to Doppler Spread
4.5.2.1 Fast Fading

Depending on how rapidly the transmitted baseband signal changes as
compared to the rate of change ofthe channel, a channel maybe classified either
as a fast fading or slow fading channel. Ina fast fading channel, the channel
impulse response changes rapidly within the symbol duration. That is, the coher-
ence time of the channel is smaller than the symbolperiod of the transmitted
signal. This causes frequency dispersion (also called time selective fading) due to
Doppler spreading, which leads to signal distortion. Viewed in the frequency
domain, signal distortion due to fast fading increases with increasing Doppler
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spread relative to the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Therefore, a signal
undergoes fast fading if .

Ty>Te (4.45)
and

\ By<By F (4.46)
It should be noted that when a channelis specified as a fast or slow fading

channel, it does not specify whether the channelis flat fading or frequency selec-
tive in nature. Fast fading only deals with the rate of change of the channel due
to motion, In the caseof the flat fading channel, we can approximate the impulse
response to be simply a- delta function (no time delay). Hence, a flat fading, fast
fading channelis a channel in which the amplitude of the delta function varies

’ faster than the rate of change of the transmitted basebandsignal. In the case of
a frequency selective, fast fading channel, the amplitudes, phases, and time
delays of any one of the multipath components vary faster than thé rate of

3 symbol - change of the transmitted signal. In practice, fast fading only occurs for very low
are also data rates.

haan 4.5.2.2 Slow Fadingchannel ¥ :
varying ° In a slow fading channel, the channel impulse response changes at arate

quency muchslowerthan the transmitted baseband signal s(t). In this case, the channel
may be assumedto bestatic over one or several reciprocal bandwidth intervals,
In the frequency domain, this implies that the Doppler spreadof the channelis

(4.43) much less than the bandwidth of the baseband signal. Therefore, a signal under-
goes slow fading if

(4.44) Pea Ts (4.47)
$OIT.: and

aapter 6 By» By (4.48)read on '

It should be clear that the velocity of the mobile (or velocity of objects in the
channel) and the baseband signaling determines whether a signal undergoes
fast fading or slow fading.

Therelation between the various multipath parameters andthe typeof fad-
ing experienced bythe signal are summarized in Figure 4.14, Over the years, —

nges as some authors have confusedthe terms fast and slow fading with the termslarge-id either scale and small-scale fading. It should be emphasized that fast and slow fading
channel deal with the relationship between the time rate of change in the channel and.
e coher- the transmitted signal, and not with propagation path loss models.
ismitted

:) due to
equency

Doppler
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T;
* Flat Slow Flat Fast

| Fading Fading

|
oe

Frequency Selective, Frequency Selective
“SymbolPeriodof TransmittingSymbol |

Slow Fading , Fast Fading
tT,

Transmitted Symbol Period
(a)

T's
sf

 
AB,
t I
| Frequency Selectivel Frequency Selective
| FastFading | Slow Fading

B- —- — — — — -[- = aah ie
| L i

Flat Fast | | Flat Slow
Fading | Fading

TransmittedBaseband- SignalBandwidth
fl — - 3;

By :
Transmitted Baseband Signal Bandwidth

(b)
Figure 4.14
Matrix illustrating type of fading experienced by a signal as a function of
(a) symbol period
(b) baseband signal bandwidth.

4.6 Rayleigh and RiceanDistributions |

4.6.1 Rayleigh Fading Distribution

In mobile radio channels, the Rayleigh distribution is commonly used ‘to
describe the statistical time varying nature of the received envelopeofa flat fad-
ing signal, or the envelope of an individual multipath component. It is well
known that the envelope of the sum of two quadrature Gaussian noise signals
obeys a Rayleigh distribution. Figure 4.15 shows a Rayleigh distributed signal
envelope as a function of time. The Rayleigh distribution has a probability den-
sity function (pdf) given by 
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Typical simulated Rayleigh fading at the carrier
Receiver speed = 120 km/hr

SignalLevel(dBaboutrms)
100 150

Elopsed Time (ms)

Figure 4.15 ;
A typical Rayleigh fading envelope at 900 MHz [From [Fun93] © IEEE).

r rp(r) = {Se0(- =) Wars) (4.49)
0 (r<0)

where o is the rmsvalueofthe received voltage signal before envelope detection,
and o° is the time-average powerof the received signal before envelope detec-
tion. The probability that the envelope of the received signal does not exceed a

specified value R is piven by the correaponding cumulative distribution function
(CDF) ‘

 
ie ! it_P(R). = Pr(r<R) = [p (r)dr = 1~exs{ z) : ' (4.50)

     
The meanvaluer,,,,,, of the Rayleigh distributionis given by .

. ’ , It '"mean = H[r] = [rp (r)dr = off = 1.253360
0
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and the variance of the Rayleigh distribution is given by o, , which represents
the ac powerin the signal envelope

a
; |

o=E[r’]-E’[r] = [rp @)ar—-S* ae (4.52)c
o

o'(2-3) = 0.42920"
  

” ‘The rms value of the envelope is the square root of the mean square,or JQ.
The median value of r is found by solving

3 a: [fe (r) ap (4.53)
and is

= 1.1776 a (4.54)Tmedian :

Thus the mean and the median differ by only 0.55 dB in a Rayleigh fading
signal. Note that the median is often used in practice, since fading data are usu-
ally measuredin the field and a particular distribution cannot be assumed. By -
using median values instead of mean valuesit is easy to compare different fad-
ing distributions which may have widely varying means. Figure 4.16 illustrates
the Rayleigh pdf. The corresponding Rayleigh cumulative distribution function
(CDF) is shown in Figure 4.17.

NK_0.6065_Go

0 G Ia 300 40 50
Received signal envelope voltage r (volts)

Figure 4.16
' Rayleigh probability density function (pdf).

4.6.2 Ricean Fading Distribution1 " ‘

When there is a dominant stationary (nonfading) signal component
present, such asa line-of-sight propagation path, the small-scale fading envelope.
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Rayleigh and Ricean Distributions

= OBSlight clutter, Site C
* LOS heavy clutter, Site E
* LOSlight cluter, Site D

% Probability
Signal Level
< Abscissa

=------ Log-normal e=7.5 dB
Rayleigh

teseesssesss Rician K=6 dB

“10

Signal Level (4B about median)

Figure 4.17 ‘

Cumulative distribution for three small-scale fading measurements andtheirfit to Rayleigh, Ricean,
and log-normaldistributions [From [Rap89] © IEEE]. ‘ F

distribution is Ricean. In such a situation, random multipath components arriv-
ing at different angles are superimposedon a stationary dominantsignal. At. the
output of an envelope detector, this has the effect of adding a de componentto the
random multipath. ,

Just as for the case of detection of a sine wave in thermal noise [Ric48], the
effect of a dominantsignal arriving with many weaker multipath signals gives
rise to the Ricean distribution. As the dominant signal becomes weaker, the com-
Posite signal resembles a noise signal which has an envelope that is Rayleigh.
Thus, the Ricean distribution degenerates to a Rayleigh distribution when the
dominant componentfades away. _
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The Ricean distribution is given by

_ Gra’)
ta A

p(r) = =e 2 1= for (A 20, r20) (4.55)nae
o

0 for(r<0)

The parameter A denotes the peak amplitude of the dominant signal and
I, (+) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and zero-order. The Ricean
distribution is often described in terms of a parameter K which is defined as the
ratio between the deterministic signal power and the variance of the multipath.
It is given by K = A’/ (20°) or, in terms of dB

otal?
‘K (dB) = log dB (4.56) |

20

The parameter K is known as the Ricean factor and completely specifies
the Ricean distribution. As A->0,K-»-« dB, and as the dominant path
decreases in amplitude, the Ricean distribution degenerates to a Rayleigh distri-
bution. Figure 4.18 shows the Ricean pdf. The Ricean CDF is compared with the
Rayleigh CDFin Figure 4.17. by

Received signal envelope voltage r (volts)

Figure 4.18 ‘
Probability density function of Ricean distributions: K = — dB (Rayleigh) and A = 6dB. For
K>>1,the Ricean pdfis approximately Gaussian about the mean, ‘ "

"4.7 Statistical Models for Multipath Fading Channels
Several multipath models have been suggested to explain the observed sta-

tistical nature of a mobile channel. The first model presented by Ossana [Oss64]
was based on interference of waves incident and reflected from theflat sides of

_randomly located buildings. Although Ossana’s model [Oss64] predicts flat fad-
ing power spectra that were in agreement with measurements in suburban
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areas, it assumes the existence of a direct path between the transmitter and
receiver, and is limited to a restricted rangeof reflection angles. Ossana’s model
is therefore rather inflexible and inappropriate for urban areas where the direct
path is almost always, blocked by buildings or other obstacles. Clarke’s model —
[Cla68] is. based on scattering and is widely used.

4.7.1 Clarke’s ModelforFlat Fading
Clarke [Cla68] developed 4 model where the statistical characteristics: of

the electromagneticfields of thereceived signal at the mobile are deduced from
scattering. The model assumes a fixed transmitter with a vertically polarized.
antenna. Thefield incident on the mobile antenna is assumed to comprise of N .

azimuthal plane waves with arbitrary carrier phases, arbitrary azimuthal
angles of arrival, and each wave having equal average amplitude. It should be
noted that the equal average amplitude assumption is based on the fact that in
the absenceof a direct line-of-sight path, the scattered components arriving at a
receiver will experience similar attenuation over small-scale distances. __

‘Figure 4.19 shows a diagram of plane waves incident on a mobile traveling
at a velocity v, in the x-direction. The angle of arrival is measured in the x-y
planewith respect to the direction of motion. Every wavethat is incident on the
mobile undergoes a Doppler shift due to the motion of the receiver and arrives at
the receiver at the same time. That is, no excess delay due.to multipath is

assumedfor any of the waves(flat fading assumption). For the n th wavearriv-
ing at an angle o,, to the x-axis, the Doppler shift in Hertz is given by

Af, = x cosa, (4.57)
where X is the wavelength of the incident wave. |

Z

 

 
y

in x-y plane

Figure 4.19
Ilustrating plane waves arriving at random angles.
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The vertically polarized plane waves arriving ‘at the mobile have E and H
field components given by

N

E,=E, > C,,cos (2nf,t + 0,) - (4.58)on
n=l

E N ‘
25" C, sina,cos (2nf,t + 0,) (4.59)
n=l

H, ===n

BX
H, = “= >, C, cosa, cos (2nf,t + O,) (4,60)

i n=l

where E, is the real amplitude of local average E-field (assumed constant), C,,
js a real random variable representing the amplitude of individual waves, is

’ the intrinsic impedanceoffree space (377), and f, is the carrier frequency. The
random phaseof the n th arriving component 9, is given by

6, = 2nf,t+o, (4.61)
The amplitudesofthe E-and H-field are normalized such that the ensemble

averageofthe C,,’s is given by i
N —

yc, 1 (4:62)
n=l

Since the Doppler shift is very small when compared to the carrier fre-
quency, the three field components may be modeled as narrow band random pro-
cesses. The three components E,, H,, and H, can be approximated as Gaussian
random variables if N is sufficiently large. The phase angles are assumed to
have a uniform probability density function (pdf) on the interval (0,2c]. Based on
the analysis by Rice [Ric48] the E-field can be expressed. in an in-phase and ~
quadrature form

E, = T,(t) cos (2nf,t) —T, (¢) sin (2nf,t) (4.63)
where

“a

= E,> C008 (2nf,t ton) (4.64)
n=l

N

= E, >) C,sin (2nf,t+ 9.)
nel
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id Ht Both T, (¢) and T,(t) are Gaussian random processes which are denoted
as T, and T. _ reupactively, at any time ¢, T, and T, are uncorrelated zero-mean
Gaussian random variables with an equal variance given by

1.58) =f= el =2 (4.66)
where the overbar denotes the ensemble average,

The envelopeof the received E-field, F(t), is given by

|Z, (2)| = ,/T. (t) +7?(t) = r(t) | (4.67)
Since 7’, and T, are Gaussian randomvariables,it can be shown through a’

1.60) Jacobean transformation [Pap91] that the random received signal envelope r
‘has a Rayleigh distribution givenby

1.59)

,Ccn ; 2
; “ r rY 48 exp -5) OsrswP(r) = 1" | 20°

. 0: r<0
where o = E3/2

4.7.1.1 Spectral Shape Due to Doppler Spread in Clarke’s Model
Gans [Gan72] developed a spectrum analysis for Clarke’s model. Let

p(a)da denote thefraction ofthe total incoming power within da of the angle
a, and let A denote the average received power with respect to an isotropic
antenna. As N->«, p(a)da approaches a continuous, rather than a discrete,
distribution. If G(a) is the azimuthal gain pattern of the mobile antenna as a
function of the angleof arrival, the total received power can be expressed as .

25

= [4G (op (a) da” o3 (4.69)
0

where AG (a) p (a) da is the differential variation of received power with angle,
If the scattered signal is a CW signalof frequency f,, then the instantaneousfre-
quency of the received signal component arriving at an angle « is obtained using
equation (4,57)

 
4

- f(a) = f= 2 cos(a) +f, = f,cosatf, (4.70)
where f,, is the maximum Dopplershift. It should be noted that f(a) is an even
function of a, (i.e., f(a) = f(-a)).

If S(f) is the power spectrum ofthe received apa: ‘the differential varia-
tion of received power with frequencyiis given by

S(Aldf (4.71)
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Equating the differential variation of received power with frequency to the
differential variation in received power with angle, we have

S(f)|dfl = A[p(a) G (a) +p (-e) G (-a)] |dal (4.72)
Differentiating equation (4.70), and rearranging the terms, we have

|df| = |dal|-sinalf,, . _ (4.73)

Using equation (4.70), « can be expressed as a function of f as

a = cos! F4| (4.74)fn

. This implies that

si = 3 i ;
‘sing = 1-(5*) ' (4,75)

Substituting equation (4.73) and(4.75) into both sides of (4,72), the power spec-
tral density S(f) can be expressed as

Sif = A[p(a)G(a) oo(-2)] (4.76)
In f-( 7)

where

8 = 0, ff] > fn (4.77)
' The spectrum is centered on the carrier frequency and is zero outside the

limits of f,+/,,. Each of the arriving waves has its own carrier frequency (dueto
its direction of arrival) whichis slightly offset from the center frequency. For the
case of a vertical 4/4 antenna (G(a) = 1.5), and a uniform distribution
p(a) = 1/2n over 0 to 27, the output spectrum is given by (4.76) as

Ss, () = —== (4,78)
. nf, |I— (fHe)m ie

In equation (4.78) the power spectral density at f = f,+/,, is infinite,i.e.,
Doppler components arriving at exactly 0° and 180° have an infinite power
spectral density. This is not a problem since o is continuously distributed and
the probability of components arriving at exactly these angles is zero.

Figure 4.20 shows the power spectral density of the resulting RF signal due
to Doppler fading. Smith [Smi75] demonstrated an easy way to simulate Clarke's

‘model using a computer simulation as described Section 4.7.2.
After envelope detection of the Doppler-shifted signal, the resulting base-

band spectrum has a maximum frequency of2/., . It can be shown [Jak74] that
the electric field produces a baseband powerspectral density given by
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A = f
folm fo Iot;mm

Figure 4.20 i

Doppler power spectrum for an unmodulated CW carrier [From [Gan72]] © IEEE).

=-_!, fSinz.) = my*| 1 -() | (4.79)
where &[+] is the complete elliptical integral ofthe first kind. Equation (4.79) is
not intuitive and is a result of the temporal correlation of the received signal
when passed through a nonlinear envelope detector. Figure 4.21 illustrates the
baseband spectrum ofthe received signal after envelope detection.

The spectral shape of the Doppler spread determines the time domain fad-
ing waveform and dictates the temporal correlation and fade slope behaviors.
Rayleigh fading simulators must use a fading spectrum such as equation (4.78)
in order to produce realistic fading waveforms that have propertimecorrelation.

4.7.2 Simulation of Clarke and Gans Fading Model
It is often useful to simulate multipath fading channels in hardware orsoft-

ware. A popular simulation method uses the concept of in-phase and quadrature
modulation paths to produce a simulated signal with spectral and temporal char-
acteristics very close to measureddata. _

As shownin Figure 4.22, two independent Gaussian low pass noise sources
are used to produce in-phase and quadrature fading branches. Each Gaussian
source may be formed by summing two independent Gaussian random variables
which are orthogonal(i.e., g = a+jb, where a and 6 are real Gaussian random
variables and g is complex Gaussian). By usingthe spectral filter defined by
equation (4.78) to shape the random signals in the frequency domain, accurate
time domain waveforms of Doppler fading can be produced by using an inverse
fast. Fourier transform (IFFT)at the last stage of the simulator,
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Figure 4.21
Baseband power spectral density of a CW Doppler signal after envelopedetection.

Pe

Smith [Smi75] demonstrated a simple computer programthat’ implements
Figure 4.22(b). His method uses a complex Gaussian random number generator
(noise source) to produce a baseband line spectrum with complex weights in the
positive frequency band. The maximum frequency component of the line spec-
trum is f,. Using the property of real signals, the negative frequency compo--
nents are constructed by simply conjugating the complex Gaussian values
obtained for the positive frequencies. Note that the IFFT of this signal is a
purely real Gaussian random process in the time domain which is used in one of
the quadrature arms shownin Figure 4.22. The randorh valued line spectrum is *”
then multiplied witha discrete frequency representation of /S2,A having the
same numberof points as the noise source. To handle the case where equation
(4.78) approaches infinity at the passband edge, Smith truncated the value of
Sx (f,) by computing the slope of the function at the sample frequency just
prior to the passband edge and extendedtheslope to the passband edge. Simula-
tions using the architecture in Figure 4.22 are usually implemented in the fre-
quency domain using complex Gaussian line spectra to take advantage of easy
implementation of equation (4.78). This, in turn, implies that the low pass Gaus-
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Figure 4.22
Simulator using quadrature amplitude modulation with (a) RF Doppler filter and

: (b) baseband Dopplerfilter.

sian noise components are actually a series of frequency components (line spec-
trum from -f,,-to f,,), which are equally spaced and each have a complex
Gaussian weight, Smith’s simulation methodology is shown in Figure 4.23.

To implement the simulator shown in Figure 4.23, the following steps are
used:

(1) Specify the number of frequency domain points (N’) used to represent

Sz, (f) and the maximum Doppler frequencyshift (/,,, ). The value used for
N is usually a powerof2.

(2) Compute the frequency spacing between adjacent spectral lines as
Af = 2f,,/UN-1). This defines the time duration of a fading waveform,

T = 1/Af. .
(3) Generate complex Gaussian random variables for each of the N/2 positive

frequency componentsof the noise source. ;
(4) Construct the negative frequency components of the noise source by conju-
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gating positive frequency values and assigning these at negative frequency
values.

Multiply the in-phase and quadrature noise sources by the fading spectrum
Se,A -
Perform an IFFTon the resulting frequency domainsignal from the in-phase
and quadrature arms, and compute the sum ofthe squares of each signal.
Take the square root of the sum obtainedin step 6 to obtain an Npoint time |

series of a simulated Rayleigh fading signal with the proper Doppler spread
and time correlation.

 
independent complex
Gaussian samples |
form line spectra

Figure 4.23
Frequency domain implementationofa Rayleigh fading simulator at baseband

Several Rayleigh fading simulators may be used in conjunction with vari-
able gains and time delays to produce frequency selective fading effects. This is
shownin Figure 4.24.

By making a single frequency component dbalinatt in amplitude within
Ss, (/), the fading is changed from Rayleigh to Ricean. This can be used toalter the probability distributions of the individual multipath components in the

simulator of Figure4.24.’
To determine the impact of flat fading on an applied signal s(¢),merely needs to multiply the applied signal by r(¢), the output of the Aiding

simulator. To determine the impact of more than one multipath component, a’
convolution must be performed as shown in Figure 4,24.
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a(t)
Signal
under test

: Rayleigh
Fading

Simulator

Rayleigh
Fading

Simulator

. Rayleigh
Fading

Simulator

Figure 4.24 2
Asignal may be applied to a Rayleigh fadingsimulator to determine performance in a wide range of
channel conditions. Both flat and frequency selective fading conditions may be simulated, depending
on gain and time delay settings. . i,

4.7.3 Level Crossing and Fading Statistics
Rice computedjoint statistics for a mathematical problem whichis similar —

to Clarke’s fading model [Cla68], and thereby provided simple expressions for
computing the average numberof level crossing and the duration of fades. The
level crossing rate (LCR) and average fade duration of a Rayleigh fading signal
are two important statistics which are useful for designing error control codes
and diversity schemes to be used in mobile communication systems, since it
becomes possible to relate the time rate of change of the received signal to the
signal level and velocity of the mobile.

The level crossing rate (LCR)is defined as the expected rate at which the
Rayleigh fading envelope, normalized to the local rms signal level, crosses a
specified level in a positive-going direction. The number oflevel crossings per
second is given by

 
is ,

Np = [rp (RF) dF = Linf,,pe? (4.80)
.
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where 7 is the time derivative of r(t) (ie., the slope), p (R,r) is the joint den-
sity function of r and * at r = R, f,, is the maximum Doppler frequency and
p = R/R,.,,, is the value of the specified level FR, normalized to the local rms
amplitude of the fading envelope [Jak74]. Equation (4.80) gives the value of Np,
the averagé numberoflevel crossings per second at specified F. The level cross-
ing rate is a function of the mobile speed as is apparent from the presence of fi
in equation (4.80). There are few crossings at both high and low levels, with the
maximum rate occurring at p = 1/./2, (ie., at a level 3 dB below the rms level).
The signal envelope experiences very deep fades only occasionally, but shallow
fades are frequent.

Example 4.6 My
For a Rayleigh fading signal, compute the positive-goinglevel crossing rate for
p = 1, when the maximum Doppler frequency (/,, ) is 20 Hz. What is the max-
imum velocity of the mobile for this Doppler frequency if the carrier frequency .
is 900 MHz? .

Solution to Example4.6
Using equation (4.80), the numberofzero level crossings is

Np = J2n(20(1)e = 18.44 crossings per second a
‘The maximum velocity of the mobile can be obtained using the Doppler rela-
tion, f, rane re .
Therefore velocity of the mobile at f,, = 20 Hz is

v = fyh = 20 Hz(1/3 m) = 6.66 m/s = 24 km/hr ; ,

The average fade duration is definedas the average period of time for which
the received signal is below aspecified level R . For a Rayleigh fading signal, this

_ is given by
4 beg

| “, $= ve" [rsR] ' | (4.81)
where Pr [r<R] is the probability that the received signal r is less than R and
is given by

PrirsRl= p> (4.82)
where7, is the duration of the fade and T is the observation interval of the fad-
ing signal. The probability that the received signal r is less than the threshold
R is found from the Rayleigh distribution as

P,[r<R] = Jp(r)dr = 1—exp(-p’) (4.83)
0 iy 
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where p(r) is the pdfof a Rayleigh distribution. ‘Thus, using equations (4.80),
(4.81), and (4,83), the average'fade duration as a function of p and f,, can be
expressed as

pe —l
T= 4.84
PhimN2m ie

The average durationofa signal fade helps determine the most likely num-
ber of signaling bits that may be lost during a fade. Average fade duration prima-
rily depends upon the speed of the mobile, and decreases as the maximum
Doppler frequency /,, becomes large. If there is a particular fade margin built
into the mobile communication system, it is appropriate to evaluate the receiver
performance by determining the rate at which the input signal falls below a
given level R , and how longit remainsbelow thelevel, on average. This is use-_
ful for relating SNR during a fade to the instantaneous BER whichresults.erpaeteeeeae

Example 4.7:
Find the average fade duration for threshold levels p = 0,01,p.= 0.1, and
p = 1, when the Doppler frequency is 200 Hz.

  
Solution to Example 4.7

Average fade duration can be found by substituting the given values in equa-
tion (4,75)

‘For p = 0.01 2
0.01

e —1
tS

(0.01) 200./2%
= 0.1

= 19.9118

ol"e - |

(0.1) 200,/2n
= = 200u8

=|

"e —]

(1) 200./22
TTTT

Example 4.8 nd
Find the average fade duration for a threshold level of p = 0.707 when the
Doppler frequency is 20 Hz. For a binary digital modulation with bit duration
of 50 bps, is the Rayleigh fading slow or fast? What is the average numberof
bit errors per second for the given data rate, Assumethat a bit error occurs
whenever any portion of a bit encounters a fade for which p<O1.

= 3.43 ms

 
Solution to Example 4.8 |

The average fade duration can be obtained using equation (4.84).    
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707°e° -17 = ———
(0.707) 20/27

For a data rate of 50 bps, the bit period is 20 ms. Since the bit period is greater
than the average fade duration, for the given data rate the signal undergoes
fast Rayleigh fading. Using equation (4.84), the average fade duration for
p = 0.1 is equal to 0.002 s.This is less than the duration of one bit. Therefore,
only one bit on average will be lost during a fade. Using equation (4.80), the
number of level crossings for p = 0.1 is N, = 4.96 crossings per seconds.
Since a bit error is assumed to occur whenever a portion of a bit encounters a
fade, and since average fade duration spans only a fraction of a bit duration, |
the total number ofbits in error is 5 per second, resulting in a BER = (5/50) =
0.1.

= 18.3 ms

4.7.4 Two-ray Rayleigh Fading Model

Clarke’s model and thestatistics for Rayleigh fadingare for flat fading con-
ditions and do not consider multipath time delay. In modern mobile communica-
tion systems with high data rates,it has become necessary to model the effects of
multipath delay spread as well as fading. A commonly used multipath model is
an independent Rayleigh fading 2-ray model (which is a specific implementation
of the generic fading simulator shown in Figure 4.24). Figure 4.25 showsa block
diagram of the 2-ray independent Rayleigh fading channel model. The impulse
response of the model is represented as :

h, (t) = a, exp (/,)8(t) +a, exp (76,) 8 (¢—1) . (4,85)
where a, and @, are independent and Rayleigh distributed, 4, and $, are inde-
pendent and uniformly distributed over [0,22], and 1 is the time delay
between the two rays. By setting «, equal to zero, the special case of a flat Ray-
leigh fading channel is obtained as

hy(t) = a, exp (76) 5 (2) (4,86)
Byvaryingt, it is possible to create a wide range of frequency selective fad- ~

ing effects. The proper time correlation properties of the Rayleigh random vari-
ables a, and a, are guaranteed by generating two independent waveforms,
each produced from the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum described in
Section 4.7.2.

4.7.5 Saleh and Valenzuela Indoor Statistical Model

Saleh and Valenzuela [Sal87] reported the results of indoor propagation
measurements between two vertically polarized omni-directional antennas
lecated on the samefloor of a medium sized office building. Measurements were
made using 10 ns, 1.5 GHz, radar-like pulses. The method involved averaging
‘the square law detected pulse response while sweeping the frequency of the
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Figure 4.25
Two-ray Rayleigh fading model,

; as transmitted pulse. Using this method, multipath components within 5 ns wereinica-

cts of resolvable.
é ; : The results obtained by Saleh and Valenzula show that: (a) the indoor chan-@l 18

nel is quasi-static or very slowly time varying, and (b) the statistics of the chan-

nel impulse response’ are independent of transmitting and receiving antenna
polarization,if there is no line-of-sight path between them. They reported a max-
imum multipath delay spread of 100 ns to 200 ns within the roomsof a building,
and 300 ns in hallways. The measured rms delay spread within rooms had a

(4.85) median of 25 ns and a maximum of50 ns. The large-scale path loss with noline-
of-sight path was foundto vary over a 60 dB range and obey a log-distance power
law (see equation (3.68)) with an exponent between 3 and 4.

Saleh and Valenzuela developed a simple multipath model for indoor chan-
nels based on measurement results. The-model assumes that the multipath com-

ponents arrive in clusters. The amplitudes of the received components are
(4.86) independent Rayleigh random variables with variances that decay exponentially
e fad- with cluster delay as well-as excess delay within a cluster. The corresponding
| vari- phase angles are independent uniform random variables over [0,2]. The clus-
orms, ters and multipath components within a cluster form Poisson arrival processes
yed in with different rates. The clusters and multipath components within a cluster

have exponentially distributed interarrival times. The formation ofthe clusters
is related to the building structure, while the components within the cluster are
formed by multiple reflections from objects in the vicinity of the transmitter and
the receiver. ms

‘ation

block -

pulse

inde-

delay
, Ray-

zation
ennas

; were 4.7.6 SIRCIM and SMRCIM Indoor and OutdoorStatistical Models
‘aging Rappaport and Seidel [Rap91a] reported measurements at 1800 MHz in
of the five factory buildings and carried out subsequent measurements in other types of
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buildings. The authors developed an elaborate, empirically derived statistical
model based on the discrete impulse response channel model and wrote a com-
puter program called SIRCIM (Simulation of Indoor Radio Channel I[mpulse-
response Models), SIRCIM generates realistic samples of small-scale indoor
channel impulse response measurements [Rap91a]. Subsequent work by Huang
produced SMRCIM (Simulation of Mobile Radio Channel Impulse-response Mod-
els), a similar program that generates small-scale urban cellular and microcellu-
lar channel impulse responses [Rap93a]. These programsare currently in use at
over100 institutions throughout the world.

By recording powerdelayprofile impulse responses at 4/4 intervals on a 1
m track at many indoor measurementlocations, the authors wereable to charac--
terize local small-scale fading of individual multipath components, and the
small-scale variation in the number and arrival times of multipath components
within a local area. Thus, the resulting statistical models are functions of multi-
path time delay bin t;, the small-scale receiver spacing, X;, within a 1m local
area, the topography S,, which is either line-of-sight (LOS) or obstructed, the
large-scale T-R separation distance D, , and the particular measurement loca-
tion P,,. Therefore, each individual baseband power delay profile is expressed in
a manner similar to equation (4.13), except the random amplitudes and time
delays are random variables which depend on the surrounding environment.
Phases are synthesized using a pseudo-deterministic model which provides real-
istic results, so that a complete time varying complex baseband channel impulse
response h, (t;t;) may be obtained over a local area through simulation.

19; [tj Xp Sy Dy Pal

hy (t, Xp Sigs Dy Pn) = Ai (1;,X).S4,DyoP,)€ (4.87)
8 (t—1; (Xp Se Dv Pn))

In equation (4.87), A’ is the average multipath receiver power within a discrete
excess delay interval of 7.8125 ns.

The measured multipath delays inside open-plan buildings racuad from 40
ns to 800 ns. Mean multipath delay and rms delay spread values ranged from 30
ns to 300 ns, with median valuesof 96 ns in LOS paths and 105 ns in obstructed
paths, Delay spreads were found to be uncorrelated with T-R separation but

- were affected by factory inventory, building construction materials, building age,
wall locations, and ceiling heights. Measurements in a food processing factory
that. manufactures dry-goods and has considerably less metal inventory than
other factories had an rms delay spread that was halfof those observed in facto-
ries producing metal products. Newer factories which incorporate steel beams
and steel reinforced concrete in the building structure have. stronger multipath
signals and less attenuation than older factories which used wood andbrick for
perimeter walls. The data suggested that radio propagation in buildings may be
described by a hybrid geometric/statistical model that accounts for both reflec-
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tions from walls and ceilings and random scattering from inventory and equip- ,
ment.

By analyzing the measurements from fifty local areas in many buildings,it
was found that the number of multipath components, N, , arriving at a certain
location is a function ofX, S,,, and P,, , and almost always has aGaussian distri-
bution. The average numberof multipath components ranges between 9 and 36,
andis generated based on an empiricalfit to measurements. The probability that
a multipath componentwill arrive at a receiver at a particular excess delay 7, in

' a particular environment S,, is denoted as P,(T;,S,,). This was found from
measurementsby counting the total number of detected multipath components -
at a particulardiscrete excess delay time, and dividing by the total number of
possible multipath components for each excess delay interval. The probabilities
for multipath arriving at a particular excess delay values may be modeled as

piecewise functions of excess delay, and are given by
eae (T,; < 110 ns)

367 '

Pp(T; 81) = 65 (T;- 110)
for LOS ‘ 360

(T; —200)
0.22--~—— (200 ns< T, < 500 ns)

 
(110 ns < T, < 200 ns)

T, i
0:55 + Fe (T;, < 100 ns)P,(T, 8a (Ty 82) _ (4.89)

F T,—100for OBS 0.08 + negaAei 75 2 ) (100 ns < 7, < 500 ns)
where S, correspondsto the LOS topography, and S, corresponds to obstructed
topography. SIRCIM uses the probability of arrival distributions described by '
equation (4.88) or (4.89) along with the probability distribution of the number of
multipath components, Np (X,5S,,,P,,), to simulate power delay profiles over

’ small-scale distances. A recursive algorithm repeatedly compares equation (4.88)
or (4.89) with a uniformly distributed random variable until the proper Np is”

_ generated for each profile [Hua91], [Rap91a].
Figure 4.26 shows an example of measured power delay profiles at 19 dis-

crete receiver locations along a 1 m track, andillustrates accompanying narrow-
band information which SIRCIM computes based on synthesized phases for each
multipath component. [Rap91a]. Measurements reported in the literature pro-
vide excellent agreement with impulse responses predicted by SIRCIM.

Using sitnilar statistical modeling techniques, urban cellular and microcel-
lular multipath measurement data from[Rap90], [Sei91], [Sei92a] weré used to
develop SMRCIM.Both large cell and microcell models were developed. Figure
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4.27 shows an example of SMRCIMoutput for an outdoor microcell environment _
[Rap98al. ‘

|HOBS2‘OBSTopography T-R Sep]
fivg RMS Del.

40 #0 120 160 @€6©200

RNS Oelay Spread (ns)Distance(cm)

Figure 4.26
Indoor wide band impulse responses simulated by SIRCIM at 1.8 GHz. Also shown are thedistribu-
tions of the rms delay spread and the narrowband signal powerdistribution. The channel is simu-
lated as being obstructed in an open-plan building, T-R separation is 25 m. The rms delay spread is
187.7 ns. All multipath components and parameters are stored on disk [From [Rap93a] © IEEE].

4.8. Problems

4.1 Draw a block diagram of a binary spread spectrum sliding correlator multipath
measurement system. Explain in words how it is used to measure power delay
profiles. - . .

(a) If the transmitter chip period is 10 ns, the PN sequence has length 1023,
and a 6 GHzcarrier is used at the transmitter, find the time between
‘maximal correlation and the slide factor if the receiver uses a PN
sequence clock that is 30 kHz slower than the transmitter,

If an oscilloscope is used to display one complete cycle of the PN sequence
(that is, if two successive maximal correlation peaks are to be displayed
on the oscilloscope), and if 10 divisions are provided on theoscilloscope-
time axis, what is the most appropriate sweep setting (in seconds/divi-
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Figure 4.27 . :
Urban wideband impulse responses simulated by SMRCIMat 1.3 GHz, Also shownare the distribu-
tions of the rms delay spread and the narrowbandfading. T-R separation is 2:68 km. The rms delay
-spread is 3.8 ys. All multipath components and parameters are saved on disk. [From [Rap93a] ©
IEEE). ‘ ;

sion) to be used?
(c) What is the required IF passband bandwidthfor this system? How isthis

much better than a direct pulse system with similar time resolution?
4.2 If a particular modulation provides suitable BER performance whenever

o/T, 50.1, determine the ‘smallest symbol period T, (and thus the greatest
symbol rate) that may.be sent throughRF channels shownin Figure P4.2.

4,3 For the power delay profiles in Figure P4.2, estimate the 90% correlation and
50% correlation coherence bandwidths,

4,4 Approximately how large ‘can the rms delay spread be in order for a binary
modulated signal with a bit rate of 25 kbps to operate without an equalizer?
‘What about an 8-PSK system with a bit rate of 75 kbps?

4.5 Given that the probability density function of a Rayleigh distributed envelope

 
2

is given by p(r) = Zon(=5], where co” is the variance, show that theGo 20 : ;
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outdoor
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50 75 100 excess 0 , 10 t
(a) delay (ns) (b) - (ys)

’ Figure P4,2: Two channel responses for Problem 4.2

' ye

cumulative distribution function is given as p(r<) = \-eo{5). Findo

the percentage of timethat,a signal is 10 dB or more below the rms value for a
Rayleigh fading signal. ee
The fading characteristics of a CW carrier in an urban area are to be mea-
sured. The following assumptions aremade: ‘
(1) The mobile receiver uses a simple vertical monopole
(2) Large-scale fading due to path loss is ignored.
(3) The mobile hasno line-of-sight path to the base station.
(4) The pdfof the received signal follows a Rayleigh distribution.
(a) Derive the ratio of the desired signal level to the rms signal level that

maximizes thelevel crossing rate. Express your answer in dB.
(b) Assuming the maximum velocity of the mobile is 50 km/hr, and the car-

rier frequency is 900 MHz,determine the maximum numberof times the
signal envelope will fade below the level found in (a) during a 1 minute
test. '

(c) How long, on average,will each fade in (b)last?
A vehicle receives a 900 MHz transmission while traveling at a constant veloc-
ity for 10 s. The average fade duration for a signal level 10 dB below the rms
level is 1 ms. How far does the vehicle travel during the 10 s interval? How
many fades does the signal undergo at the rms threshold level during a 10 s.
interval? Assume that the local mean remains constant during travel.
An automobile moves with velocity v(t) shown in Figure P4.8, The received
mobile signal experiences multipath Rayleigh fading on a 900 MHz CWcarrier.
Whatis the average crossing rate and fade duration over the 100.s interval?
Assume p= 0.1 and ignore large-scale fading effects. 
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‘Figure P4.8 Graph of velocity of mobile.

4.9 For a mobile receiver operating at frequency of 860 MHz and moving at 100
nd km/hr ; : '

(a) sketch the Doppler spectrum if a CW signal is transmitted and indicate ~
re the maximum and minium frequencies ;

(b) calculate the level crossing rate and‘average fade duration if p = —20dB.
aie 4,10 For the following digital.wireless systems, estimate the maximum rms delay

spread for which no equalizer is required at the receiver (neglect channel cod-
ing, antennadiversity, or use of extremely low powerlevels). oA
SystemRFDataRate-Modulation ©
USDC , 48.6 kbps W4DQPSK
GSM 270.833 kbps - GMSK

a DECT 1152 kbps GMSK _

‘ar- 4.11 Derive the RF Doppler spectrum for a 5/84 vertical monopole receiving a CW
the signal using the models by Clarke and Gans. Plot the:RF Doppler spectrum
ute and the corresponding baseband spectrum out of an envelope detector. Assume

isotropic scattering and unit average received power.
4,12 Show that the magnitude (envelope) of the sum of two independentidentically

loc distributed complex (quadrature) Gaussian sources is Rayleigh distributed.
Tis Assume that the Gaussian sources are zero mean and have unit variance.
‘ow 4,13 Using the method described in Chapter 4, generate a time sequence of 8192
Ow sample values of a Rayleigh fading signal for

(a) f, = 20 Hz and (b) f, = 200 Hz.
fea . 4,14 Generate 100 sample functions of fading data described in Problem 4.13, and
ier. compare the simulated and theoretical values of Rpjc, Np, and t for p =1,
val? 0.1, and 0.01. Do your simulations agree with theory?

4,15 Recreatethe plots of the CDFs shownin Figure 4.17, starting with the pdfs for
Rayleigh, Ricean, and log-normaldistributions.

4,16 Plot the probability density function and the CDF for a Ricean distribution

    
having (a) K = 10 dB and (b) K = 3 dB. The abscissa of the CDF plot should be
labeled in dB relative to the median signallevel for both plots. Note that the
median value for a Ricean distribution changes as K changes.
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4.17 Based on your answerin Problem 4.16, if the median SNR is -70 dBm, whatis
the likelihood that a signal greater than -80 dBm will be received in a Ricean
fading channel having (a) K = 10 dB, and (bh) K = 3 dB?

4.18 A local spatial average of a power delay profile is shown in Figure P4.18.

P(w :

"Oy

(us)

Figure P4.18,. Power delay profile.

(a) Determine the rms delay spread and mean excess delay for the channel.
(b) Determine the maximum excess delay (20 dB).
(c) If the channel is to be used with a modulation that requires an equalizer

whenever the symbol duration T is less than 10e,, determine the maximum
RF symbol rate that can be supported without requiring an equalizer.

(d) If a mobile traveling at 30 km/hr receives a signal through the channel,
determine the time over which the channel appears stationary (or at least
highly correlated),

4.19 A flat Rayleigh fading signal at 6 GHzis received by a mobile traveling at 80
km/hr,

(a) Determine the numberof positive-going zero crossings about the rms value’
that occur over a 6 s interval. ‘

(b) Determine the average duration of a fade below the rmslevel.
(c) Determinethe average duration of afade at a level of 20 dB below the rms

' value.
4,20 Using computer simulation, create a Rayleigh fading ieaulaive that has 3

independent Rayleigh fading multipath components, each having variable
multipath time delay and average power. Then convolve a random binary bit
stream through your simulator and observe thetime waveformsof the output
stream. You may wish to use several samples for each bit (7 ia a good number),
Observe the effects of multipath spread as you vary the bit period and time
delay of the channel.

4.21 Based on concepts taughtin this chapter, propose methods that could be used
by a base station to determine the vehicular speed of a mobile user. Such meth-
ods are useful for handoff algorithms. 
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